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REPRESENTATION & RHETORIC: NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE  
ANONYMOUS SPEECHES OF THUCYDIDES 
 
This thesis is about patterns in the speeches of Thucydides‟ unnamed ambassadors 
which create a sense of the national identity of the speakers. While general scholarly opinion 
had tended to regard Thucydidean speakers as not able to be differentiated, some scholars 
have demonstrated characterising patterns in the speeches of named individuals, such as 
Nikias or Archidamos. I focus on three poleis, Athens, Corinth, and Sparta, and base my own 
investigations on those of the named speeches. I argue that patterns can be discerned in the 
anonymous speeches which differentiate these three poleis, and which suggest national 
characterisation. 
The first part of this thesis considers stylistic features of the anonymous speeches, in the 
form of a case study of the Spartan anonymous speech, as the statistical evidence highlights 
some unexpected features of this speech. Thus, I first consider sentence organisation, arguing 
that while the Spartans in their speech utilise an unusual amount of subordination, the speech 
retains the brevity and simplicity one would expect of Spartans, relative to speakers of the 
other poleis. I then consider two features of vocabulary which we would not expect to see in 
the Spartan speech, arguing that these features suggest an attempt by the Spartans to ingratiate 
their speech to the Athenians, and that the vocabulary underscores the unusualness of the 
speech and, due to two programmatic statements in the speech, ultimately serves to re-
emphasise Spartan national character. 
The second part of this thesis considers broader rhetorical features. First, I consider how 
the speakers frame the persuasive purpose of their speeches, arguing that the Athenians frame 
their speeches as the giving of advice, as opposed to the Spartans‟ openness of purpose, while 
the Corinthians stand between the two. Then I consider the approaches to argumentation, 
  
 
 
arguing that the Spartans couch their arguments in a conservative, Doric framework, that the 
Corinthians are also conservative, and that the Athenians highlight the openness to risk-taking 
of the polis, and consideration of what is profitable, or advantageous.  
I conclude that differences in organisation of the speeches, length and relative 
complexity, and rhetorical posturing would suggest national character to a sensitive reader. 
That is, the Spartan speeches suggest a conservative, Doric polis, the Athenian speeches 
reflect a democratic state in which sophistic education is freely available, and open to risk-
taking, and the Corinthian speeches reflect their geographical and cultural middle point 
between the poles of Athens and Sparta. 
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Introduction 
 
ςξὺς δὲ λΰγξσς μακπξςέπξσς ξὐ παπὰ ςὸ εἰτοὸς μηκσνξῦμεν, 
ἀλλ' ἐπιγβπιξν ὂν ἡμῖν ξὗ μὲν βπαγεῖς ἀπκῶρι μὴ πξλλξῖς 
γπῆροαι, πλέξρι δὲ ἐν ᾧ ἂν καιπὸς ᾖ διδάρκξνςάς ςι ςῶν 
ππξαπγξσ λΰγξις ςὸ δέξν ππάρρειν (4.17.2). 
 
And we will make a longer speech, not contrary to our custom, but it 
is the custom of our land not to use many words when brevity suffices, 
and more when the moment is critical to do the necessary thing by 
teaching something that is useful in words.
1
 
 
So spoke the unnamed Spartan ambassadors when they came seeking peace from Athens in 
book four of Thucydides‟ History. Clearly the ambassadors had a self-awareness not only of 
the Spartan manner of speech, but also of how their speech habits were perceived by the rest 
of Greece. They suggest, however, that what follows this statement should not be considered 
unusual for a Spartan, which raises an interesting question of whether, given that this speech 
was recorded by an Athenian in Attic-Ionic Greek, likely some time after the speech was 
given, this speech was in fact representative of Spartan discourse at all. It is this question, 
whether this speech by unnamed ambassadors from Sparta, as well as those delivered by the 
unnamed ambassadors of Athens and Corinth, reflects either the speech habits, or some 
characteristic of their respective poleis, that this thesis seeks to answer. 
Any question related to the speeches in Thucydides must consider his stated 
methodology regarding the speeches in the infamous can of worms that is 1.22: 
Καὶ ὅρα μὲν λΰγῳ εἶπξν ἕκαρςξι ἢ μέλλξνςες πξλεμήρειν ἢ ἐν 
αὐςῷ ἤδη ὄνςες, γαλεπὸν ςὴν ἀκπίβειαν αὐςὴν ςῶν λεγοένςτν 
διαμνημξνεῦραι ἦν ἐμξί ςε ὧν αὐςὸς ἤκξσρα καὶ ςξῖς ἄλλξοέν 
πξοεν ἐμξὶ ἀπαγγέλλξσριν· ὡς δ’ ἂν ἐδΰκξσν ἐμξὶ ἕκαρςξι πεπὶ 
ςῶν αἰεὶ παπΰνςτν ςὰ δέξνςα μάλιρς’ εἰπεῖν, ἐγξμένῳ ὅςι 
ἐγγαςαςα ςῆς υσμπάρης γνβμης ςῶν ἀληοῶς λεγοένςτν, ξὕςτς 
εἴπηςαι. (1.22.1) 
 
  
                                               
1 All translations are my own, unless otherwise stated. Greek text from Jones & Powell (1942). 
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And as much as each person said in a speech, either before the war or 
already in the midst of it, it was difficult for me to completely recall 
an accurate account of what was said, both of those I myself  heard 
and those reported to me by others; but as it seemed to me each one 
would say the necessary things about the present circumstances, still 
keeping very close to the overall thesis of what was actually said, so 
they are told.
2
 
 
 In this chapter, Thucydides readily admits that the speeches given could not be recalled 
exactly, and goes on to describe his solution to the problem in terms that have proved most 
challenging to interpret. What Thucydides actually claims of his approach to the recording of 
speeches is much debated, though many understand it to contain a contradiction: staying 
accurate to what was said, while also containing what Thucydides thought was demanded by 
the context of a particular speech.
3
 Geoffrey de Ste. Croix argues similarly in regards to what 
he believes Thucydides is claiming, but argues against there being a contradiction in the two 
claims: Thucydides wrote what he thought was apposite for the given context, except for one 
small segment in the speech, which represented the ξύμπαζα γνώμη, the “main thesis”, a 
summary of the argument of the actual speech given. De Ste. Croix argues that these do not 
contradict, as they are separate components of a speech, each composed according to their 
own governing principle, as listed in the two halves of the problematic clause.
4
 Gomme, on 
the other hand, suggests that Thucydides wrote down the speeches as he thought those giving 
them would have spoken, while staying as close as possible to the “general purport” of the 
speech.
5
 Garrity takes a similar tack to Gomme, and adds to it by arguing that Thucydides 
made an explicit distinction using the two modal adverbs ὡς and ξὕςτς to differentiate 
between the form and the content of the speeches.
6
 John Marincola takes a slightly different 
tack again, arguing that Thucydides means he wrote as close to what was said as possible, and 
that when he did not have enough information, he wrote what he thought the speakers would 
                                               
2 I have deliberately translated this passage rather loosely. Disagreements with my translation should serve to 
underscore the difficulties this passage contains. 
3 Walbank (1965), 4, or Hornblower (1991), 59-60, for example. 
4 De Ste. Croix (1972), 7-11. 
5 Gomme (1945), 140. 
6 Garrity (1998), 364-7. 
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consider the necessary things (ςὰ δέξνςα) to say.7 One point that all these interpretations of 
1.22.1 have in common is that they all imply that the speeches as we have them were written 
by Thucydides, whether by reconstruction, invention, or some combination of the two. One 
implication of such an origin for the speeches in this work is that they are susceptible to 
various biases of Thucydides, whether conscious or unconscious, including expectations on 
Thucydides‟ part regarding what kinds of arguments representatives of various poleis would 
make, and how they might have made them. As such, it is important for a better 
understanding of Thucydides to investigate his speeches to discern evidence of such biases, 
including whether these lead to characterisation, as implied in the Spartan speech discussed 
above. 
The question of characterisation in Thucydides has occurred to others. In particular, 
Daniel Tompkins published an article in 1972 investigating the speeches of Nikias and 
Alkibiades. Tompkins found that Nikias‟ speeches made significant use of subordination, and 
impersonal verbs used to over-qualify many of his statements, with the result that Nikias‟ 
speeches seemed less assertive, as though he were less sure of himself. The effect of these 
speeches matches up with what is known about Nikias. That is, Nikias‟ personal 
characteristics are reflected in his speeches.
8
 Alkibiades, on the other hand, tended more 
towards parataxis, using “καί” to join clauses which ought not necessarily be joined. By this 
method, Alkibiades led audiences from points with which they would agree to points with 
which they might not, as though all the points were harmonious. The style is confident, as 
Alkibiades certainly seems to be elsewhere.
9
 
Paula Debnar studied the speech of the Thebans in book 3, finding it filled with 
unintended irony on the part of the Theban speakers, contradictions, and poorly constructed 
                                               
7 Marincola (2007), 121. 
8 Tompkins (1972), 184-204. 
9 Tompkins (1972), 204-14. 
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overall, which she found reflective of the Athenians‟ general lack of regard in respect to 
Theban intelligence.
10
 
Tompkins returned to the topic of characterisation, analysing the speech of Archidamos 
in book 1. He considered various factors such as use of gnomic statements, neuter abstractions 
(that is, article plus infinitive, participle or adjective), and sentence complication, amongst 
others, and found that the frequency of these features in Archidamos‟ speech set him apart 
from other speakers. The overall effect of the use, or lack of use, of these features 
characterises Archidamos‟ speeches. As this overall effect has a “Spartan” feel, it could be 
said to characterise the man.
11
 
Sthenelaidas‟ speech also comes under investigation. June Allison and Edmund 
Bloedow in separate articles demonstrate some surprising rhetorical features in Sthenelaidas‟ 
brief speech, which certainly differentiate his speech from the other named Spartan 
speakers.
12
 Bloedow concludes, ultimately, that such rhetorical artifice was a ploy by 
Thucydides to draw attention to the context, and the weakness of Sthenelaidas‟ arguments, so 
that Thucydides‟ audience would see that the decision to go to war was irrational.13  
Robert Connor, in a note, suggests Kleon‟s speech to be “distinctive and 
individualized”.14 Finally, David Francis surveyed all the Spartan speeches in Thucydides, 
including a brief discussion of the anonymous embassy of book 4. He found some interesting 
features, including some difficult syntax in the anonymous speech, yet overall the speeches 
are representative of the Spartans.
15
 
The speeches, then, are an issue complicated by Thucydides‟ various aims, yet it would 
seem that Thucydides manages through language to convey some of the character of the 
speaker for several of the named speakers. It follows from these results to inquire whether 
                                               
10 Debnar (1996), passim. 
11 Tompkins (1993), passim. 
12 Bloedow (1981 & 1987), Allison (1984). 
13 Bloedow (1987), 65-6. 
14 Connor (1971), 95, n. 12. 
15 Francis (1991-1993), passim. 
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Thucydides‟ characterising efforts stopped with named speakers, or whether he attempted 
something similar in the speeches of unnamed ambassadors, to which I refer as the 
anonymous speeches. As Thucydides presumably did not know who the ambassadors were, 
he could not have attempted to characterise the ambassadors as individuals. Any 
characterisation would occur at a broader level. That is, the anonymous speakers stand in as 
representatives of their various poleis, and thus any attempt at characterisation on Thucydides‟ 
part in these speeches would be to characterise the polis in question, to display “national” 
characteristics.
16
   
There is reason to suspect that some national characterisation is occurring in 
Thucydides. There are three poleis of which Thucydides demonstrates a good deal more 
knowledge than of others: Athens, Sparta, and Corinth. Of these three Corinth has the fewest 
speeches in direct discourse, just four.
 17
 Of these four speeches, one is a brief attempt at 
rousing sailors prior to the sea battle near Corcyra (1.52.4); so there are only three major 
deliberative speeches attributed to Corinth, all in the first book, and all of which are 
anonymous. Further, as Gomme notes regarding the conference at Sparta in book 1, 
Thucydides was particularly concerned to demonstrate the disposition of those poleis 
represented, Athens, Corinth, and Sparta. If here, why not elsewhere?
18
 
For the purposes of this project, and due to limitations in size, I am focusing on just the 
deliberative speeches of Athens and her two main opponents: Sparta and Corinth. Apart from 
such limitations, moreover, there are good reasons for this selection. First, the focus on 
deliberative speeches rules out the speeches for rousing troops, which tend not to vary, where 
the speeches arguing for a certain point better allow differences between poleis‟ character to 
come through. Second, in the cases of Athens and Sparta, there is a suitably-sized set of 
                                               
16 I speak of national character, sometimes national identity, as this is the standard term in the literature, and 
usefully brief; however, I do not intend any implication of “nationhood” in regards to Greek poleis. 
17 Stroud (1994), 268-70 demonstrates Thucydides‟ greater knowledge of these poleis through his knowledge of 
who did what for the poleis, including obscure people who show up only once in the entire work. 
18 Gomme (1945), 233. 
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named speeches in which to check for certain patterns found in the anonymous speeches; 
Corinth, on the other hand, has three anonymous speeches in which to find patterns. Third, as 
noted above, Ronald Stroud‟s study of people named in Thucydides‟ work shows Thucydides 
had the most knowledge of these three poleis.  
Thus, the deliberative speeches of Athens, Corinth, and Sparta give us a better set of 
data in which to seek patterns, though this data set is not without its problems. While Corinth 
provides us with three anonymous speeches, Sparta only provides one, in book four. Athens 
only provides two if we include the rather artificial Melian Dialogue, and for the purposes of 
extra data, I will be including the Melian Dialogue in my analyses. As discussed above, while 
Athens and Sparta have the fewest anonymous speeches, they do provide a suitable number of 
named speakers whose speeches can be used to verify patterns found in the anonymous 
speeches, yet the paucity of data does affect the strength of any conclusions we may reach. 
Another concern regarding the data is dialect. Almost the entire work is written in a 
somewhat modified form of Ionic, including the speeches attributed to the Corinthians and 
Spartans, who spoke Doric.
19
 These facts lead us to ask whether or not, if Thucydides really 
were attempting to capture some aspect of national character in the anonymous speeches, he 
would use the appropriate dialect. The question is important given that Thucydides lists two 
treaties, verbatim, in book five in Doric (5.77 and 5.79). There are two responses to this 
question. First, Gomme et al. argue that the treaties were included in the draft version, to aid 
memory, and that Thucydides would have included only a summary in Ionic in the final 
version, for which their case is good: too much extraneous detail for a minor, short-lived 
peace.
20
 If we accept this argument, then it would seem to be a matter of style or preference 
on Thucydides‟ part. A conclusion of style is supported by the fact that neither Herodotus‟ nor 
Xenophon‟s histories contain speeches, or any great length of text, in other dialects – history 
                                               
19 Colvin (1999), 62. 
20 Gomme et al. (1970), 131-2. 
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was not written so.
21
 In fact, Stephen Colvin points out that the dialect of “scientific prose”, a 
tradition which included history, was Attic-Ionic, and as such, the inclusion of other dialects 
was constrained to the occasional gloss or brief line.
22
 Thus we should not expect to find any 
characterisation in specific dialect markers, but rather in details unaffected by dialect, such as 
the ideas expressed, or overall organisation. 
At this point, it may be useful to define what is meant by “national characteristics”, and 
Thucydides‟ “characterising” activities. There have been various approaches to the 
understanding of characterisation in Thucydides, from the very reductive, to the more 
encompassing. Robert Luginbill provides an example of the former. In his 1999 book, 
Luginbill defines national character in terms of how the polis as a collective acts with regards 
to hope and fear, and the uncertainty of the future, such that some poleis tend to avoid taking 
risks, while others more willingly engage in risky activities.
23
 Christopher Gill, on the other 
hand, states that character can be thought of as a means of explaining an agent‟s actions by 
way of their beliefs and desires, and also, that character is an “evaluation by reference to 
general social norms”.24 In the case of anonymous ambassadors, the individual ambassadors‟ 
beliefs and desires would be subsumed to the those of the polis as a whole. These definitions, 
however, do not seem to reconcile all the features of speeches identified as characterising in 
the discussion above. Certainly, aspects such as type of argument made would fit well into 
Gill‟s definition, but would be likely to vary as much according to the circumstances as to 
national character. Jonathan Hall, however, while discussing ethne, provides a more useful 
framework for considering characterisation, by analogy. Hall talks about indicia, which, for 
ethne, he describes as “the operational set of distinguishing attributes which people tend to 
associate with particular ethnic groups once the criteria have been established.” The criteria is 
                                               
21 Colvin (1999), 59-61, and 71-3. 
22 Colvin (1999), 73. 
23 Luginbill (1999), 14-5. 
24 Gill (1990), 5, note 15. 
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the set of attributes by which membership of a group is defined.
25
 To give an example of how 
this could be used for the purposes of this thesis, the criteria for being “Spartan” could be 
defined as being Doric, stoic, brachylogic, amongst other things. If these factors are the 
criteria for being Spartan, the indicia would then be what is generally agreed to represent 
Spartan-ness, so, perhaps, indifference to luxury, verbal expression of Doric ideas, terseness. 
This framework has the benefit of easily including the others‟ discussed above: openness to 
risk-taking could be part of the criteria of membership of a polis, as seen by themselves or an 
outsider, and thus actual risk-taking behaviour or avoidance, or how risk-taking is discussed, 
would be an indicium of membership of a given polis, and similarly for Gill‟s definition. Thus, 
when looking for characterisation in Thucydides in speeches, we are looking for non-dialect 
based indicia, such as ideology, openness to risk-taking or risk avoidance, but also how ideas 
are organised, and brevity or prolixity of speech. 
 At this point, we ought to note which speeches will be used in my analysis, and what, 
specifically, will sought in these speeches. The speeches I am investigating are: the three 
Corinthian speeches from book one (1.37-43, 1.68-71, and 1.120-4), from the Athenians, the 
speech at the first conference at Sparta, and the Melian Dialogue (1.73-8, 5.85-113), from the 
Spartans, the embassy to the Athenians in book four (4.17-20). My methodology follows, in 
part, Tompkins‟ two articles on characterisation. That is, I will look for differences in 
organisation of sentences: sentence length, as well as the total number of sentences, and total 
word count, levels of subordination, and ratios of subordination to parataxis. By parataxis, I 
mean a sentence in which a series of clauses are arranged parallel to each other, joined by 
conjunctions, or simply separated by cola. Subordination, on the other hand, is more complex. 
My method of classifying subordination comes ultimately from T. Webster‟s discussion, 
which I modify following Tompkins, and Rijksbaron.
26
 I consider clauses which are 
connected to a main verb by particles such as ὥζηε, ὡρ or ὅηι, or relative pronouns, to be 
                                               
25 Hall (1997), 20-1. 
26 Webster (1941), 389-90, Tompkins (1972), 184-6, and Rijksbaron (2006), 50-74 and 96-131. 
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subordinated. Further, “obligatory” clauses are considered to be subordinated to the verbs 
which require these clauses, such as verbs of emotion, perception, thinking, saying, and 
others.
27
 Note that these obligatory clauses may have a participle in lieu of another part of the 
verb. When a participle is optional, however, it is not considered a subordinated clause, as the 
participle in these instances is more closely connected to another argument of the governing 
verb, rather than that verb. For example, consider the following excerpt from the anonymous 
Spartan speech: “ξἵςινες ἀυίτμα μέγιρςξν ςῶν Ἑλλήντν ἔγξνςες ἥκξμεν παπ' ὑμᾶς,” 
(4.18.1) – “ we have come to you, who have the greatest reputation of the Hellenes.” The 
participial phrase from ξἵςινες to ἔγξνςες is unnecessary for understanding the main verb, 
ἥκομεν, and does not add optional information about the verb. It does, however, modify one 
of the arguments of the verb, the subject, “we” (itself contained in the verb). In this instance, 
then, the participle is not considered subordinated to the verb. Rather, it is an adjectival phrase 
modifying the subject.  
Other than sentence organisation, I will also look for differences in vocabulary, such as 
uses of abstract nouns and what Tompkins refers to as “neuter abstractions”, such as articular 
infinitives. Additionally, I will look for differences in the rhetoric itself, that is, how the 
speakers frame their speeches and how they approach argumentation. Note that the specific 
arguments made in the speeches will not be considered, as they are too subject to variation as 
the circumstances vary, except when they highlight an aspect of the form of argumentation. 
Patterns found in the anonymous speeches listed above will be checked against deliberative 
speeches from named persons of the relevant poleis to verify, as much as possible, that the 
patterns found are properly considered attributes of the polis in question. Note, though, that it 
is not important for the purposes of this project whether Thucydides deliberately attempts to 
characterise poleis in these speeches or not; I am only looking for evidence of characterisation 
per se. Moreover, this thesis takes a decidedly literary approach to Thucydidean 
                                               
27 Rijksbaron (2006) uses this term; some use the terms “complementary”, or “supplementary”. 
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historiography: I am concerned not so much with what actually happened or what was 
actually said, as with how Thucydides presents events, characters, and arguments.  
Having discussed the methodology, we ought to consider what our expectations 
regarding characterisation should be for the poleis in question, Athens, Corinth and Sparta. I 
begin with Athens. A danger in attempting to draw a picture of fifth-century Athens, which 
could be encoded in speech habits, is that a major source of scholarly argument regarding the 
polis is Thucydides. Yet we can develop some expectations by working from certain 
incontrovertible facts. First, two major developments of the Athenian polis in the fifth century 
were the consolidation of the democracy, begun at the end of the sixth century, and the 
acquisition of the empire. The fifth century also saw the rise of the sophistic movement, and, 
though Athens was not the birthplace of the sophistic movement,
28
 the movement was popular 
there. Athens‟ empire was important for its democracy, as the wealth gained from the subject 
states allowed for a great deal of participation from all levels of the citizen body – David 
Pritchard notes that Athens could spend in the vicinity of 100 talents a year for a variety of 
roles in the democracy.
29
 Further, as Arlene Saxonhouse argues, parrhesia (free, frank speech) 
was very important to the Athenian democracy.
30
 Although, as Pritchard notes, the speakers 
were still members of the “upper class”, 31 these upper-class politicians were still required to 
win over the non-elite majority.
32
 Thus, from a citizen body highly involved in the running of 
their polis, and to whom the schooling of the sophists was available, we should expect 
sophisticated rhetoric, with a tendency to flatter the audience, given the situation of elites 
convincing non-elites that the former had the latter‟s interests in mind. To the sophisticated 
rhetoric we can add a tendency to encourage risk-taking: Luginbill demonstrates, through 
                                               
28 Robinson (2007), 110. 
29 Pritchard (2010), 3. 
30 Saxonhouse (2006), 86. 
31 Pritchard (2010), 2. 
32 Connor (1971), 87-8 notes the dangers of tensions between the wealthy politicians and the poorer Athenians 
who manned the oars of the fleet, upon which Athens had become increasingly reliant. 
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Thucydides‟ narrative, a general tendency to boldness and risk-taking.33 If Thucydides 
himself tends to view Athens in such a way, we should expect to find this boldness in the 
speeches. 
Perhaps the least problematic of the three poleis in terms of speech habits is Sparta. 
Spartan brachylogy was proverbial in antiquity, as evinced by accounts such as that found in 
Herodotus:  
Ἐπείςε δὲ ξἱ ἐυελαροένςες Σαμίτν ὑπὸ Πξλσκπάςεξς ἀπίκξνςξ 
ἐς ςὴν Σπάπςην, καςαρςάνςες ἐπὶ ςξὺς ἄπγξνςας ἔλεγξν πξλλὰ 
ξἷα κάπςα δεΰμενξι. Οἱ δέ ρφι ςῇ ππβςῃ καςαρςάρι 
ὑπεκπίνανςξ ςὰ μὲν ππῶςα λεγοένςα ἐπιλεληοέναι, ςὰ δὲ 
ὕρςεπα ξὐ ρσνιέναι. Μεςὰ δὲ ςαῦςα δεαςεπα καςαρςάνςες ἄλλξ 
μὲν εἶπξν ξὐδέν, οαλακξν δὲ φέπξνςες ἔφαραν ςὸν οαλακξν 
ἀλφίςτν δέεροαι. Οἱ δέ ρφι ὑπεκπίνανςξ ςῷ οσλάκῳ 
πεπιεπγάροαι· βξηοέειν δ' ὦν ἔδξυε αὐςξῖρι. (3.46) 
 
And after that, the Samians, having been driven out by Polykrates, 
came to Sparta, coming before the magistracy they said many things 
which they very much needed. But the Spartans replied to them first 
that the first things said they had forgotten, and the later things they 
did not follow. After some time, coming before the magistracy a 
second time, they said no other thing, but carrying a sack they said 
“the sack needs grain”. And the Spartans replied they had overdone 
things with the sack. But they purposed to help them.  
 
Herodotus‟ description suggests that Spartans not only spoke very briefly, but had trouble 
following longer discourse. This latter point seems unlikely, given Sparta‟s relations with 
other poleis, who were not so laconic in speech, and it is likely Herodotus was here 
exaggerating. Exaggeration, as Crane notes, only works if the factor being exaggerated has 
some truth to it.
34
 Thus, this passage supports our expectations of brevity in Spartan speeches. 
Other than brevity, however, the Spartans also made much of their belonging to the Dorian 
ethnos, which claim resulted in their self-portrayal as stolid, conservative, and cautious.
35
 
There is also evidence that the Spartans could be dilatory.
36
 Thus, we should expect Spartan 
                                               
33 Luginbill (1999), 92-6. 
34 Crane (1992a), 9. 
35 Debnar (2001), 5. 
36 Consider Herodotus 6.106.9-11 for Spartan tardiness. 
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speeches, if they are representative, to be brief, to express a preference for delaying action, 
and their arguments to be couched in their conservative ideology. 
Like the Spartans, the Corinthians also claimed membership of the Dorian ethnos, and 
were allies of Sparta.
37
 Yet Corinth was also a maritime and mercantile polis, like Athens, and 
geographically situated between Athens and Sparta. These details mean that Corinth had a 
good deal more opportunity to be exposed to the sophistic movement of the fifth century, than 
Sparta, which could result in their seeming more Athenian. Crane notes, however, that to 
Thucydides the Corinthians still seemed as much the opposite of Athens as Sparta was.
38
 The 
difference between Corinth and Athens, according to Crane, comes from Corinth‟s ho lding to 
values relating to inter-polis relationships, which Crane describes as “archaic”.39 By archaic, I 
understand Crane to mean inter-polis rules of engagement which developed during the 
Archaic age. Included in this term, and not discussed above, are rules governing the system of 
prestige, and the application of prestige to inter-polis affairs, and charis – a system of 
reciprocity between poleis.
40
 Thus, we may expect to see a rhetorical style similar to that of 
the Athenians, if Corinth has been influenced by the sophistic movement, but a more 
conservative, archaic, ideology framing their arguments. 
I investigate the anonymous speeches for the above factors in two parts of this thesis, 
each part divided in turn into two subsections. Part 1 looks at stylistic considerations in the 
form of a case study of the Spartan speech. Specifically, Part 1A considers sentence 
organisation and will show that the Spartan speech, despite certain unexpected features, is 
representative of Spartan discourse in terms of its relative brevity and organisation of ideas, 
and that the highlighting of the unexpected features of the speech by two programmatic 
statements in the speech itself serve to underscore the norms of Spartan discourse. Part 1B 
                                               
37 Parry (1981), 137. 
38 Crane (1998), 96. 
39 Crane (1998), 6-7 uses the term, which he relates to traidtional values. These traditional values are spelt out in 
much more detail in regards to the Corcyraian affair, particularly at 97-104. 
40 Crane (1998), prestige: 100-4, charis: 108-12. 
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considers two unexpected features of the vocabulary in the Spartan speech and argues that the 
Spartan speeches demonstrate a pattern of gradual adoption of key features. 
Part 2 considers rhetorical features, with Part 2A considering the rhetorical guise that 
speakers adopt through their discussion of their speech, showing the Athenians tend to present 
themselves as “wise advisors”, and their speech as advice, the Spartans take a position of 
openly noting they come to persuade, and the Corinthians either do not frame their position, 
or follow the Spartans. Part 2B will consider the ideological framework of the arguments in 
the speeches, arguing that the Athenians highlight openness to risk-taking of their polis and 
prominence of profit or advantage in their thought, the Spartans display more conservative 
and risk-averse ideas, and the Corinthians occupy a medial position between Athens and 
Sparta. 
Overall, the thesis will show that the Athenians are characterised by their longer, and 
comparatively more cognitively demanding speeches, as well as their more sophisticated 
rhetorical posturing, and argumentation which reflects democratic ideology and practice. 
Spartans are characterised by their discourse which tends to be briefer, and less cognitively 
demanding. Their rhetorical posturing is more straightforward, and they espouse a 
conservative and risk-averse ideology. The Corinthians are characterised by a speech structure 
similar to Athens, reflecting a greater exposure to the sophistic movement, as well as 
generally more straightforward rhetorical posturing and ideas highlighting their cultural 
position between Athens and Sparta. 
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Part 1. Stylistics 
In Part 1 of this thesis I shall investigate two stylistic considerations. In section A, I 
shall look at speech organisation, demonstrating that despite the greater use of subordination, 
the Spartan anonymous speech is rhetorically simpler than the other speeches. In section B, I 
shall consider vocabulary, focusing on two particular word types that only became popular in 
the later fifth century: -sis nouns and neuter abstractions. I shall demonstrate that while these 
features are unusual in the Spartan speech, they ultimately serve to highlight Spartan rhetoric. 
 
1 A. Sentence Structure 
In this part of the thesis, I will examine the structure of the sentences in the anonymous 
speeches, considering both quantitative features, such as sentence length, and syntactical 
features, such as subordination and parataxis. I will show that, while the Spartan anonymous 
speech has a higher proportion of subordinated sentences, it nonetheless remains a shorter and 
more straightforward speech than those of the Corinthians and Athenians. 
Before discussing the evidence from the speeches, it is necessary to discuss precisely 
what I am considering and what statistical evidence I will be gathering. As noted in the 
introduction, in this chapter I will look at the organisation of sentences in the anonymous 
speeches, noting both the proportion of subordinated sentences in a speech, and the levels of 
subordination.
41
 Other statistics gathered include average sentence length, ratio of 
subordination to parataxis, and total number of sentences in each speech. 
A quick glance at the sentence related statistics in Table 1, below, shows one somewhat 
surprising area of similarity: the average sentence length does not vary a great deal between 
the speeches, ranging from 31.7 words in the second Corinthian speech (1.68-71), to 38.0 in 
the first Corinthian speech (1.37-43). Also, consideration of the standard deviations shows 
                                               
41 Unlike Tompkins, I count as a sentence only those clauses ending in a full stop, following the editors‟ 
judgement. 
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that there is a great deal of variation within each speech. Thus a difference of 5.6 in terms of 
average words per sentence is not statistically significant. 
Table 1. Sentence Statistics for the Anonymous Speeches 
Comparison of  
Anonymous Speeches 
Corinth 
1.37-43 
Corinth 
1.68-71 
Athens 
1.73-8 
Corinth 
1.120-4 
Sparta  
4.17-20 
Athens 
5.85-113* 
Number of sentences 
 
26 30 31 24 19 30 
Shortest sentence 
 
12 10 10 12 17 7 
Longest sentence 
 
91 91 127 111 59 73 
Average Sentence Length 
 
38.0 31.7 35.2 36.5 32.4 32.7 
Standard Deviation  of 
Sentence Length 
23.5 19.3 24.2 23.1 11.5 14.7 
Word Count 
 
988 952 1091 877 616 980 
Ratio Parataxis: 
Subordination 
0.783 0.814 0.686 0.682 0.625 0.791 
Ratio of >1 sub clause: all 
clauses 
0.561 0.551 0.593 0.595 0.615 0.558 
Ratio of >1 sub clause: all 
sub cls. 
0.522 0.349 0.353 0.455 0.625 0.372 
* Only includes sentences spoken by the Athenians. 
Similarly, in regards to the actual number of sentences in each speech, the Spartans 
have the lowest count, at 19 sentences, only five fewer than the speech with the second fewest, 
the third speech of the Corinthians, to their allies, with 24 sentences. The difference between 
the speech with the fewest sentences, and that with the most, however, is a total of 12 
sentences, which seems somewhat more significant than the average sentence length statistics.  
While the average sentence length of the anonymous speeches does not differentiate 
between the poleis, that the Spartans‟ is at the low end, combined with their having the fewest 
sentences, is suggestive of a certain brevity on their part. Further support for this Spartan 
brevity can be found by comparison of maximum sentence length. The longest Spartan 
sentence is 48 words long, where all the longest sentences of the other speeches are over 70. 
The longest of the sentences in the anonymous speeches, though, is more than twice the 
length of the Spartans‟ longest sentence, at 127 words found in the Athenian speech at Sparta 
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(1.73-8), and the longest sentence in a Corinthian speech is 91 words long (found in two 
speeches), is more than two-thirds the length of the Spartan sentence again. Thus, this statistic 
for the Spartans falls in line with average sentence length and total number of sentences, to 
reveal the Spartans as brachylogic, which seems to meet what is expected of Spartan rhetoric: 
brevity. In fact, the Spartans draw attention to this rhetorical reputation of theirs in their 
speech:  
ςξὺς δὲ λΰγξσς μακπξςέπξσς ξὐ παπὰ ςὸ εἰτοὸς μηκσνξῦμεν, 
ἀλλ' ἐπιγβπιξν ὂν ἡμῖν ξὗ μὲν βπαγεῖς ἀπκῶρι μὴ πξλλξῖς 
γπῆροαι, πλέξρι δὲ ἐν ᾧ ἂν καιπὸς ᾖ διδάρκξνςάς ςι ςῶν 
ππξαπγξσ λΰγξις ςὸ δέξν ππάρρειν. (4.17.2) 
 
And we will make a longer speech, not contrary to our custom, but it 
is the custom of our land not to use many words when brevity suffices, 
and more when the moment is critical to do the necessary thing by 
teaching something that is useful in words. 
 
That they felt it necessary to explain at the outset of this speech that it would be longer, 
suggests both knowledge of their brachylogic reputation, and also that a normal speech for the 
speakers would be very brief indeed, given that what constitutes a longer speech for these 
Spartans is markedly shorter than the speeches of others. Yet, as will be discussed below, 
these ambassadors do not even utter the longest Spartan speech, and it would seem that this 
rather programmatic statement serves to highlight the overall oddness of the speech.
42
 
Apart from brevity, there are two other structural differences evident in the statistics. 
First, the Spartans have the lowest ratio of paratactic clauses to subordinated clauses. That is, 
the Spartans join ideas together using conjunctions less often than either the Corinthians or 
the Athenians. Second, the Spartans' speech has the highest ratio of sentences with greater 
than one level of subordination to all sentences, and to subordinated clauses. The Spartans, 
then, not only organise their ideas by subordination more often, but subordinate in multiple 
levels more often as well.  
                                               
42 Frances (1991-1993), 212 says that this speech is the Spartans‟ “one national attempt at rhetorical sophistry”. 
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Structurally, then, there are three notable differences separating the Spartan anonymous 
speech from the anonymous speeches of the Corinthians and Athenians. Only one, however, 
clearly meets expectations of Spartan discourse: brevity. The higher use of subordination does 
not readily seem to fit Spartan brachylogia, potentially giving rise to a greater complexity of 
speech than their reputation would suggest. Consider, for example, the opening sentence of 
Archidamos‟ speech in Book Two, which seems to be more in line with Spartan brachylogia: 
Ἄνδπες Πελξπξννήριξι καὶ υαμμαγξι, καὶ ξἱ παςέπες ἡμῶν 
πξλλὰς ρςπαςείας καὶ ἐν αὐςῇ Πελξπξννήρῳ καὶ ἔυτ 
ἐπξιήρανςξ, καὶ ἡμῶν αὐςῶν ξἱ ππερβαςεπξι ξὐκ ἄπειπξι 
πξλέμτν εἰρίν· (2.11.1) 
 
Peloponnesian men and allies, our fathers made many expeditions 
both in the Peloponnese itself and out, and the older men of us 
ourselves are not inexperienced in wars; 
 
This sentence is representative of the majority of sentences in the speech: it is fairly brief and 
is unremarkable in its construction, having two parallel main clauses. It seems more Spartan 
than the anonymous speech of Book Four based on the statistics alone, and thus requires 
further investigation. 
The Spartans' use of subordination, however, serves the purpose of facilitating the 
transmission of their ideas much better than other speakers, as I will endeavour to show below. 
It is worth noting that the majority of the analysis to follow will be a consideration of 
individual sentences, which at first glance may seem artificial. Speeches are collections of 
sentences spoken one after another, after all. Nevertheless, there are two main reasons for this 
approach. First, it is at the level of the sentence that relative differences in complexity are 
found, the cumulative effect of which results in some of the key differences between the 
speeches of the poleis under consideration. Second, as Gregory Crane notes, Thucydides was 
taking great advantage of the written medium, where Herodotos had not.
43
 Thus, the speeches, 
like any other aspect of the history, were intended for close examination. 
                                               
43 Crane (1998), 37. 
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The opening sentence of the Spartans‟ attempt to broker a peace reaches the highest 
level of subordination found in this speech:  
Ἔπεμψαν ἡμᾶς Λακεδαιμΰνιξι, ὦ Ἀοηναῖξι, πεπὶ ςῶν ἐν ςῇ 
νήρῳ ἀνδπῶν ππάυξνςας ὅςι ἂν ὑμῖν ςε ὠφέλιμξν ὂν ςὸ αὐςὸ 
πείοτμεν καὶ ἡμῖν ἐς ςὴν υσμφξπὰν ὡς ἐκ ςῶν παπΰνςτν 
κΰρμξν μάλιρςα μέλλῃ ξἴρειν. (4.17.1) 
 
The Lakedaimonians sent us, Athenians, to do regarding the men on 
the island, whatever we persuade you is beneficial for you and us alike 
with regard to the disaster, so that it is likely to bring the most honour 
from the present circumstances. 
 
The sentence may be broken down thus: 
Ἔπεμψαν – 1) πεπὶ .. ππάυξνςας 
    i) ὅςι .. πείοτμεν 
                        ii) ὡς .. μέλλῃ 
                            a) ἐκ .. ξἴρειν 
 
From the above, we can see this sentence reaches the third level of subordination.
44
 Despite, 
or perhaps in this instance, because the sentence reaches such a high level of subordination, it 
remains very straightforward. It opens with its main verb, ἔπεμταν, which takes the direct 
object ἡμᾶρ, in turn modified by the future participle of purpose ππάξονηαρ, subordinate to 
ἔπεμταν. To this participial phrase is subordinated a general relative clause, the main verb of 
which is πείθυμεν, with two outcomes listed: finding a mutually beneficial way of handling 
the Spartans captured on Sphakteria and salvaging as much honour (κόζμορ) as possible. 
Interestingly, these two outcomes demonstrate Thucydides' fondness for having parallel ideas, 
but disrupting the parallelism of the syntax. To the general relative clause is subordinated a 
further result clause, consisting solely of the subjunctive μέλλῃ, which has a complementary 
clause subordinated to it. This structure, though highly subordinated, smoothly allows the 
flow of ideas, requiring comparatively less cognitive effort on the part of the audience, thus 
making it easier to understand.
45
 
                                               
44 See Tompkins (1972), 184-5 for discussion of levels of subordination. 
45 Warren (2012), 180-2. Scheppers (2011), 24-5 briefly discusses cognitive effort.  
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Contrast this opening sentence with that of the first anonymous Corinthian speech in 
Book One: 
Ἀναγκαῖξν Κεπκσπαίτν ςῶνδε ξὐ μΰνξν πεπὶ ςξῦ δέυαροαι 
ρφᾶς ςὸν λΰγξν πξιηραμέντν, ἀλλ’ ὡς καὶ ἡμεῖς ςε ἀδικξῦμεν 
καὶ αὐςξὶ ξὐκ εἰκΰςτς πξλεμξῦνςαι, μνηροένςας ππῶςξν καὶ 
ἡμᾶς πεπὶ ἀμφξςέπτν ξὕςτ καὶ ἐπὶ ςὸν ἄλλξν λΰγξν ἰέναι, ἵνα 
ςὴν ἀφ’ ἡμῶν ςε ἀυίτριν ἀρφαλέρςεπξν ππξειδῆςε καὶ ςὴν 
ςῶνδε γπείαν μὴ ἀλξγίρςτς ἀπβρηροε. (1.37.1) 
 
After these Corcyraians have made a speech not only about accepting 
themselves as allies, but also that we do them harm and they 
themselves are attacked with no good reason, it is necessary for us too, 
first making mention of these matters, so to proceed to the rest of our 
speech, so that you may know first more surely our merited claim, and 
reject not irrationally their request. 
 
The speech opens with a genitive absolute, to which are subordinated two paratactic, and 
nearly symmetrical, clauses “but also we do them harm”, and “they are attacked unfairly”. 
The remainder of the opening sentence is governed by ἀναγκαῖξν [ἐζηι]. To the main verb is 
subordinated the clause μνηροένςας .. ἰέναι, which in turn has two subordinate result 
clauses: ἵνα .. ππξειδῆςε, and ςὴν .. ἀπβρηροε. Though the structure is easier to describe, 
the sentence is longer, at 51 words versus the 34 of the Spartan speech, and where the flow of 
ideas was facilitated by the structure of the Spartan opening sentence, here more 'mental 
juggling' is involved to render the whole sentence sensible. Furthermore, a listener would be 
required to supply many pieces of information to understand the Corinthians. Although the 
context would provide at least some of the information, for example, that the Corinthians are 
speaking after the Corcyraians' request for Athenian alliance explains the ςῶνδε (of these 
men here) of the last line, it still remains that the listener is required to do more work in 
understanding the Corinthian opening, than the Spartan opening. 
The Spartans‟ simpler use of subordination can also be seen in their most subordinated 
sentence, 4.18.1, which reaches the fourth level of subordination: 
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γνῶςε δὲ καὶ ἐς ςὰς ἡμεςέπας νῦν υσμφξπὰς ἀπιδΰνςες, ξἵςινες 
ἀυίτμα μέγιρςξν ςῶν Ἑλλήντν ἔγξνςες ἥκξμεν παπ’ ὑμᾶς, 
ππΰςεπξν αὐςξὶ κσπιβςεπξι νξμίζξνςες εἶναι δξῦναι ἐφ' ἃ νῦν 
ἀφιγμένξι ὑμᾶς αἰςξαμεοα. (4.18.1) 
 
Make your decision,
46
 having looked at our present circumstances; we, 
who have the greatest reputation of the Greeks, have come to you, 
previously considering ourselves to be in a more authoritive position 
to grant that for which we have come now to ask you. 
 
The four levels being: 
γνῶςε .. ἀπιδΰνςες – 1) ἥκξμεν παπ ὑμᾶς 
                                      i) ππΰςεπξν .. εἶναι 
                                         a) δξῦναι 
                                             Ι) ἐφ .. αἰςξαμεοα 
 
Again the organisation of ideas is rather straightforward, though perhaps less so than the 
opening sentence. Opening with the imperative, γνῶςε, with an adjectival participial phrase, 
the Spartans in neat order highlight their change of circumstances for the Athenians: despite 
their reputation, and despite their beliefs regarding power or authority to come to terms 
(κσπιβςεπξι), the Spartans have had to come to Athens to ask for peace. Further, following a 
pair of sentences discussing, in general terms, the fickle nature of fortune, this sentence 
provides the specific example of the Spartans, and the subordinated components all clearly 
serve the purpose of this example as expressed in the opening clause: make your judgement, 
having considered the following facts of our current circumstances. All of which they express 
in only 30 words, and with no unnecessary, even if relevant, information added.  
An appropriate comparison for the above sentence comes from the Athenian anonymous 
speech of Book 1, which also reaches the fourth level of subordination: 
  
                                               
46 Gomme (1956), 454 translates γνῶηε thus, following Classen. 
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ξὕςτς ξὐδ' ἡμεῖς οασμαρςὸν ξὐδὲν πεπξιήκαμεν ξὐδ' ἀπὸ ςξῦ 
ἀνοπτπείξσ ςπΰπξσ, εἰ ἀπγήν ςε διδξμένην ἐδευάμεοα καὶ 
ςααςην μὴ ἀνεῖμεν ὑπὸ <ςπιῶν> ςῶν μεγίρςτν νικηοένςες, 
ςιμῆς καὶ δέξσς καὶ ὠφελίας, ξὐδ' αὖ ππῶςξι ςξῦ ςξιξαςξσ 
ὑπάπυανςες, ἀλλ' αἰεὶ καοερςῶςξς ςὸν ἥρρτ ὑπὸ ςξῦ 
δσναςτςέπξσ καςείπγεροαι, ἄυιξί ςε ἅμα νξμίζξνςες εἶναι καὶ 
ὑμῖν δξκξῦνςες μέγπι ξὗ ςὰ υσμφέπξνςα λξγιζΰμενξι ςῷ δικαίῳ 
λΰγῳ νῦν γπῆροε, ὃν ξὐδείς πτ παπαςσγὸν ἰργαι ςι κςήραροαι 
ππξοεὶς ςξῦ μὴ πλέξν ἔγειν ἀπεςπάπεςξ. (1.76.2) 
 
Thus neither have we made anything marvellous, nor turned from the 
customs of men, if we accepted an empire offered, and did not 
surrender this, having been conquered by the three greatest 
[motivations], honour, fear, and interest, we were not the first to begin 
such things, but it has always been established that the weaker are 
kept down by the more powerful, and we thought ourselves to be 
worthy of this and seemed so to you until now when you calculate 
your own interests, talking about justice, which no man, when he had 
the power to acquire something by force, turned himself away, placing 
this before not having more. 
 
The sentence is not only considerably longer, it is also more involved, having both parallel 
main verbs and a high level of subordination, as can be seen in the following breakdown: 
ξὕςτς .. πεπξιήκαμεν .. ςπΰπξσ 
εἰ .. ἐδευάμεοα 
ςααςην μὴ ἀνεῖμεν .. ὑπάπυανςες 
[ἐρςιν] – 1) ςὸν ἥρρτ .. καςείπγεροαι 
            – 2) ἄυιξι .. δξκξῦνςες 
                    i) ξὗ ςὰ .. γπῆροε 
                       a) ὃν ξὐδεις .. ἀπεςπάπεςξ 
                            I) ἰργαι ςι κςήραροαι 
                           ΙΙ) ςξῦ μὴ πλέξν ἔγειν  
 
Clearly, there is a good deal more discussed in this sentence than in the Spartan sentence 
above, and while the Spartan sentence contains both a phrase with a concessive sense 
(ξἵςινες .. ἔγξνςες), and a clause which serves to qualify (ππΰςεπξν .. εἶναι), they are both 
very concise. In the Athenian sentence, the concessive component comes in two paratactic 
clauses (εἰ ἀπγήν .. ἐδευάμεοα, and ςααςην .. ὑπάπυανςες), the latter of which contains a 
qualifying prepositional phrase, complete with a short list, and a qualifying participial phrase. 
This clause is longer than any found in the Spartan sentence above, and there is a considerable 
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amount of information offered before one could mentally take a pause, and this is but one 
component of a long sentence that is soon to provide a lot of subordination to follow. Further 
adding to the audience‟s cognitive burden is that the sentence has no clearly expressed point. 
Compare with 4.18.1, which opens with the point of the sentence: judging in light of present 
circumstances. Coming between a sentence considering likely Spartan behaviour in similar 
circumstances, and one considering Athenian moderation in ruling their empire, this 
sentence‟s purpose would seem to be to defend the existence of the Athenian empire, though 
it perhaps only becomes apparent when one has the leisure to study each sentence in detail, 
since the only time the Athenians say they will defend their having an empire is in their 
opening sentence: “… βξσλΰμενξι … δηλῶραι ὡς ξὔςε ἀπεικΰςτς ἔγξμεν ἃ κεκςήμεοα,” 
– “… intending … to show that we have that which we acquired not unreasonably” (1.73.1.8-
9). A sentence such as 1.76.2, in the middle of a reasonably long speech, would be quite 
taxing on an audience, and make a greater cognitive demand on the audience, than the Spartan 
sentence, 4.18.1, above.
47
 
Another appropriate comparison to the highly subordinated Spartan sentence above can 
be found in the first Corinthian speech: 
Καὶ φαρὶ δὴ δίκῃ ππΰςεπξν ἐοελῆραι κπίνεροαι, ἥν γε ξὐ ςὸν 
ππξαγξνςα καὶ ἐκ ςξῦ ἀρφαλξῦς ππξκαλξαμενξν λέγειν ςι 
δξκεῖν δεῖ, ἀλλὰ ςὸν ἐς ἴρξν ςά ςε ἔπγα ὁμξίτς καὶ ςξὺς 
λΰγξσς ππὶν διαγτνίζεροαι καοιρςάνςα. (1.39.1) 
 
And they say that previously they were willing to submit to arbitration; 
we shouldn't give credence to someone proposing this from a superior 
position of security, but [we should give credence] to someone who 
sets their words and deeds alike on an equal footing [with the enemy] 
before clashing. 
 
  
                                               
47 Martin et al. (1994), 84-5 discuss limitations on working memory, necessary for comprehending language, 
amongst other things. 
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The schema of this sentence is as follows: 
φαρί – 1) ππΰςεπξν ἐοελῆραι 
                 i) δίκῃ κπίνεροαι 
                   a) ἥν .. δεῖ 
                      I) δξκεῖν 
                         *) ςΰν .. λέγειν ςι 
                      II) ἀλλά .. καοιρςάνςα 
 
In length, this sentence is more comparable to the Spartan sentence than the Athenian 
sentence discussed immediately above: it is only 35 words long, compared to the Spartan 
sentence‟s 30, and the Athenian sentence‟s 76. Further, it is much more compact that the 
Athenian sentence, almost as concise, perhaps, as the Spartan sentence. As can be seen, 
however, this sentence reaches the fifth level of subordination, one more than in the Spartan 
and Athenian sentences discussed above, providing more for an audience, or reader, to track.  
There are other areas in which this sentence proves more complex than its Spartan 
comparandum. First, the opening clause, though quite straightforward, brings the sentence to 
the second level of subordination: it opens with main the verb, φαρί, which takes the 
complementary infinitive, ἐοελῆραι, modified by ππΰςεπξν, and in turn governing its own 
complementary infinitive, κπίνεροαι, which is at the second level of subordination. The 
relative clause, which has as its antecedent δίκῃ, the direct object of κπίνεροαι, is also more 
complicated than the comparable component of the Spartan sentence. The main verb of the 
relative clause is δεῖ, governing δξκεῖν, which, other than λέγειν ςι, has a quite complex 
complement: “ςὸν ππξαγξνςα καὶ ἐκ ςξῦ ἀρφαλξῦς ππξκαλξαμενξν” – “one in a 
superior position and proposing [arbitration] from a position of safety”. The second participle, 
“ππξκαλξαμενξν”, according to Cameron, has as a direct object the relative pronoun “ἥν”, 
though for reasons of sense, rather than grammatically.
48
 Thus, the pronoun which opens the 
clause, and is one of the complements of the main verb, is also attached to a participle 
modifying the direct object of the other complement of the main verb. Such an intertwining of 
                                               
48 Cameron (2003), 59. 
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components is not at all present in the Spartan sentence, and is more difficult for a brain to 
process. 
Further complicating matters is the last part of the sentence, in which a contrast to the 
complex complement above is expressed in another participial phrase, introduced with ἀλλά. 
The phrases are centred around δεῖ, yet are asymmetrical: fewer participles and two direct 
objects in the latter; again, a structural organisation unseen in the Spartan comparandum. 
Additionally, an audience is required to mentally supply “with respect to their opponents”, or 
something similar, to appropriately understand “καοιρςάνςα ἐς ἴρξν” – “placing into an 
equal position”, akin to the need to mentally supply either the relative pronoun, or “δίκη” to 
completely understand “ππξκαλξαμενξν”, as noted above. 
In 4.18.1, the last three quarters of the sentence follow a fairly similar pattern, but again, 
it is more straightforward than the Corinthian sentence above. There are two participial 
phrases centred around the main verb, “ἥκξμεν”, though they are both modifying the subject 
of the main verb, rather than contrasted. Further, the phrase “ξἵςινες ἀυίτμα μέγιρςξν ςῶν 
Ἑλλήντν ἔγξνςες” – “such ones having the greatest reputation of the Greeks”, lays out its 
meaning in a far less convoluted manner than seen immediately above: opening with the 
indefinite pronoun “ξἵςινες”, serving in this instance to generalise what follows to all 
Spartans, not just those present, followed by the participle with a direct object, and its 
adjective, with a partative genitive. The second participial phrase, though a little more 
involved, due to the clauses subordinated to it, nevertheless remains quite straightforward, 
especially so in comparison. 
Having considered the most subordinated sentence in the Spartan anonymous speech, 
we ought now to consider the longest sentence: 
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ρτφπΰντν δὲ ἀνδπῶν ξἵςινες ςἀγαοὰ ἐς ἀμφίβξλξν ἀρφαλῶς 
ἔοενςξ (καὶ ςαῖς υσμφξπαῖς ξἱ αὐςξὶ εὐυσνεςβςεπξν ἂν 
ππξρφέπξινςξ), ςΰν ςε πΰλεμξν νξμίρτρι μὴ καο' ὅρξν ἄν ςις 
αὐςξῦ μέπξς βξαληςαι μεςαγειπίζειν, ςξαςῳ υσνεῖναι, ἀλλ' ὡς 
ἂν αἱ ςαγαι αὐςῶν ἡγήρτνςαι· καὶ ἐλάγιρς' ἂν ξἱ ςξιξῦςξι 
πςαίξνςες διὰ ςὸ μὴ ςῷ ὀποξσμένῳ αὐςξῦ πιρςεαξνςες 
ἐπαίπεροαι ἐν ςῷ εὐςσγεῖν ἂν μάλιρςα καςαλαξινςξ. (4.18.4) 
 
Wise men place into safety their good things against the uncertain 
future (and the same ones would apply themselves more intelligently 
to the circumstances), and they know with respect to war, that they 
engage with this not to the extent one may wish to practice a part of it, 
but as their fortunes lead; And such ones, erring the least through not 
getting excited trusting their success to increase, would eagerly come 
to terms during their good fortune. 
 
We can break the sentence down thus: 
ἔοενςξ  
ππξρφέπξινςξ 
νξμίρτρι – 1) ςΰν ςε .. υσνεῖναι 
    i) μή .. βξαληςαι 
                a) αὐςξῦ .. μεςαγειπίζειν 
            ii) ἀλλ'..ἠγήρτνςαι 
καςαλαξινςξ 
 
Containing four parallel main verbs, the third of which governs several other clauses, this 
sentence resembles 1.76.2 from the Athenian speech, discussed above. The sentence, though, 
presents some difficulties in regards to understanding, rather than simply overwhelming an 
audience. The first difficulty is whether ἐς ἀμφίβξλξν or ἀρφαλῶς should be understood as 
more closely connected to the verb, ἔοενςξ, in terms of meaning.49 Gomme suggests what is 
meant is “deposit in a safe place with a view to the uncertainty of the future”, though he notes 
that this cannot be rendered from “ἐς ἀμφίβαλξν”.50 The LSJ offers “prudently count their 
good fortune as doubtful” for this section. 51 This translation seems to match the sense both of 
the last clause of this sentence, and that of the preceding sentence, that the Athenians cannot 
trust “on account of the strength of their city and empire, their current fortune to be with 
                                               
49 Graves (1982), 81. 
50 Gomme (1956), 455. 
51 LSJ s.v. ἀμθίβολορ (III). 
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[them] always” (4.18.3). Hornblower, however, suggests the passage may be corrupt, though 
offers no emendations, and his translation, though looser, follows Gomme, as does 
Hammond‟s translation.52 In light of the weight of scholarly opinion in this matter, I have 
followed Gomme in my translation.  
Another issue in this sentence is the middle: ςΰν ςε πΰλεμξν … ἡγήρτνςαι. The 
difficulty in this section centres around ςξαςῳ υσνεῖναι in that what the subject of υσνεῖναι 
is, and what the referent of ςξαςῳ is, is unclear. The effect of this lack of clarity is to create 
ambiguity in the clause, though the intended meaning seems fairly clear: the Spartans are 
warning the Athenians they cannot win the war simply using their fleet. Just the same, this is 
a difficult sentence, and its difficulty may have had a negative impact on the audience‟s 
ability to follow this sentence and the following speech.  
The longest sentence found in the Athenian speeches is found in the first anonymous 
speech to the Spartans, at 127 words long: 
ςξιξαςξσ μένςξι ςξαςξσ υσμβάνςξς, καὶ ραφῶς δηλτοένςξς ὅςι 
ἐν ςαῖς νασρὶ ςῶν Ἑλλήντν ςὰ ππάγμαςα ἐγένεςξ, ςπία ςὰ 
ὠφελιμβςαςα ἐς αὐςὸ παπεργΰμεοα, ἀπιομΰν ςε νεῶν πλεῖρςξν 
καὶ ἄνδπα ρςπαςηγὸν υσνεςβςαςξν καὶ ππξοσμίαν ἀξκνξςάςην· 
ναῦς μέν γε ἐς ςὰς ςεςπακξρίας ὀλίγῳ ἐλάρρξσς ςῶν δαξ 
μξιπῶν, Ρεμιρςξκλέα δὲ ἄπγξνςα, ὃς αἰςιβςαςξς ἐν ςῷ ρςενῷ 
νασμαγῆραι ἐγένεςξ, ὅπεπ ραφέρςαςα ἔρτρε ςὰ ππάγμαςα, καὶ 
αὐςὸν διὰ ςξῦςξ ὑμεῖς ἐςιμήραςε μάλιρςα δὴ ἄνδπα υένξν ςῶν 
ὡς ὑμᾶς ἐλοΰνςτν· ππξοσμίαν δὲ καὶ πξλὺ ςξλμηπξςάςην 
ἐδείυαμεν, ξἵ γε, ἐπειδὴ ἡμῖν καςὰ γῆν ξὐδεὶς ἐβξήοει, ςῶν 
ἄλλτν ἤδη μέγπι ἡμῶν δξσλεσΰνςτν ἠυιβραμεν ἐκλιπΰνςες ςὴν 
πΰλιν καὶ ςὰ ξἰκεῖα διαφοείπανςες μηδ' ὣς ςὸ ςῶν πεπιλξίπτν 
υσμμάγτν κξινὸν ππξλιπεῖν μηδὲ ρκεδαροένςες ἀγπεῖξι αὐςξῖς 
γενέροαι, ἀλλ' ἐρβάνςες ἐς ςὰς ναῦς κινδσνεῦραι καὶ μὴ 
ὀπγιροῆναι ὅςι ἡμῖν ξὐ ππξσςιμτπήραςε. (1.74.1-2) 
 
  
                                               
52 Hornblower (1996), 174; Hammond (2009), 262. 
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Such indeed was the outcome of this, and clearly showed that the 
power of Hellas was in her fleet, to this we provided three very helpful 
things: the greatest number of ships, the wisest man as general and the 
most resolute goodwill; in the four hundred ships [ours were] a little 
less than two-thirds, Themistokles as leader, who was most 
instrumental in causing the sea-battle in the straights, thus most 
clearly he saved our cause, and on account of this you honoured him 
more than any other foreign man who had come to you; and we 
showed altogether the hardiest good spirit, who, when no one came to 
our aid by land, and the others as far as us enslaved already, we 
resolved to abandon our city having destroyed our property, thus 
neither abandoning the alliance of our remaining allies, nor to be 
useless to them having been scattered, but having taken to our ships 
we took the risk and were not angry that you had not aided us first. 
 
For which the schema is: 
[ςξιξαςξσ .. δηλτοένςξς] – 1) ὅςι .. ἐγένεςξ 
παπεργΰμεοα – (ςπία .. ἀξκνξςάςην) 
           – (ναῦς .. ἄπγξνςα) 
      1) ὃς .. ἐγένεςξ 
          i) ὅπεπ .. ππάγμαςα 
         ii) καὶ αὐςὸν .. ἐλοΰνςτν 
ἐδείυαμεν – 1) ξἵ γε .. διαφοείπανςες 
    i) ἐπειδὴ .. ἐβξήοει 
            ii) [ςῶν ἄλλτν .. δξσλεσΰνςτν] 
           iii) μηδ' ὣς .. ππξλιπεῖν 
           iv) μηδὲ ρκεδαροένςες .. γενέροαι 
            v) ἀλλ' ἐρβάνςες .. κινδσνεῦραι 
           vi) καὶ μὴ ὀπγιροῆναι 
       a) ὅςι ἡμῖν ξὐ ππξσςιμτπήραςε 
 
Not only is this sentence more than twice the length of 4.18.4, but clearly the arrangement of 
the sentence is more involved, as well. Note that the first main verb, παπεργΰμεοα, is 
governing two object phrases, the second of which governs a series of subordination. The two 
main verbs between them govern the list of three details the Athenians want to draw out of the 
victory at Salamis: that they provided the most ships, the best leader in Themistokles, and the 
most resolute good spirit. Having listed these items, the Athenians expand on them, which 
expansion is unbalanced. The second item, regarding Themistokles, extends into a relative 
clause, governing two further subordinated clauses, whereas the third item is expanded on at 
great length, and with its own main verb. The unbalanced sentence structure, combined with 
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the length of this sentence would create a greater cognitive load for the audience than the 
longest Spartan sentence, as with 1.76.2. While there is a good deal more information in this 
sentence, compared to the Spartan sentences, there is repetition of some of the information, 
particularly the Athenians choosing to abandon their city, and take to their ships. This 
repetition is unlike 1.76.2, and would make it more likely that the repeated information would 
be received by the audience, despite the length of this sentence. While there are no difficulties 
in the Greek of this sentence, as in 4.18.4, it is a very long sentence in a long speech. We 
cannot know the comparative effects of these issues on comprehension for an ancient 
audience, but one difficult sentence in 19 is likely to have less impact than several long, 
involved sentences in one long speech. 
The Corinthians, however, also had longest sentences beyond that of the Spartans, and 
the one which comes closest in length to the Spartan sentence comes from the first Corinthian 
anonymous speech: 
ςΰ ςε γὰπ υσμφέπξν ἐν ᾧ ἄν ςις ἐλάγιρςα ἁμαπςάνῃ μάλιρςα 
ἕπεςαι, καὶ ςὸ μέλλξν ςξῦ πξλέμξσ ᾧ φξβξῦνςες ὑμᾶς 
Κεπκσπαῖξι κελεαξσριν ἀδικεῖν ἐν ἀφανεῖ ἔςι κεῖςαι, καὶ ξὐκ 
ἄυιξν ἐπαποένςας αὐςῷ φανεπὰν ἔγοπαν ἤδη καὶ ξὐ μέλλξσραν 
ππὸς Κξπινοίξσς κςήραροαι, ςῆς δὲ ὑπαπγξαρης ππΰςεπξν διὰ 
Μεγαπέας ὑπξψίας ρῶφπξν ὑφελεῖν μᾶλλξν (ἡ γὰπ ςελεσςαία 
γάπις καιπὸν ἔγξσρα, κἂν ἐλάρρτν ᾖ, δαναςαι μεῖζξν ἔγκλημα 
λῦραι), μηδ' ὅςι νασςικξῦ υσμμαγίαν μεγάλην διδΰαρι, ςξαςῳ 
ἐφέλκεροαι· (1.42.2.1-4.1) 
 
For the advantage, meanwhile, follows he who errs the least, and the 
likelihood of war, by which the worrisome Corcyraians urge you to 
injustice, still remains in uncertainty, and is not worth, having been 
roused by this, acquiring clear enmity, not lying in the future, towards 
the Corinthians, but it is prudent, rather, to remove the ill-will 
garnered previously on account of the Megareans (for a final favour at 
the right time, although it is lesser, is able to remove greater 
complaints), and do not be drawn on by this, that they offer a great 
naval alliance. 
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We can break the sentence‟s structure down as follows: 
ἕπεςαι – 1) ἄν ςις .. ἁμαπςάνῃ 
κεῖςαι  – 1) ᾧ .. ἀδικεῖν 
          – 2) καὶ ξὐκ ..αὐςῷ 
                   i) φανεπάν .. κςήραροαι 
ρῶφπξν [ἐρςι] – 1) ςῆς δέ .. ὑφελεῖν 
                     – 2) μηδ΄.. ἐφέλκεροαι 
                            i) ὅςι .. διδΰαρι 
δαναςαι – 1) κἄν .. ᾖ 
            – 2) μεῖζξν .. λῦραι 
 
I have included a breakdown of the bracketed text at the end despite it being an independent 
sentence, because it is inserted, parenthetically, in the midst of the main sentence, and would 
require any audience to make sense of it as they made sense of the other sentence. 
Comparison with 4.18.4 above shows some similarity of pattern: four parallel main verbs and 
subordination of three levels at most. In the case of this sentence, however, the four main 
verbs all have at least one level of subordination, accounting for the higher number of words. 
Like the Spartan sentence immediately above, the various components all relate to the central 
point that it is advantageous to repay the γάπις (here: favour, boon) of the Corinthians, 
though the final point, regarding the temptation of the Corcyraian fleet, seems a little jarring. 
Further, it is quite possible that the Corinthians could have made their point just as well 
without mentioning the Megareans, and discussing the ill-will towards Athens in general. 
Despite these similarities with 4.18.4, though, this sentence is clearly more complex, 
syntactically, than the Spartan comparandum: there are more verbs with subordinate clauses 
for an audience to follow, with the addition of a parenthetic sentence. The longest Spartan 
sentence, like those discussed previously, is much shorter than the longest sentences from 
speakers of the other poleis. While the 4.18.4 has its difficulties, as when compared with the 
Athenian speech, the cumulative effect is likely to be less than the greater complexities of the 
Corinthian speech. 
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Thus far, I have demonstrated the greater simplicity of the Spartan speech through 
comparison with excerpts from the Athenian and Corinthian speeches, yet it remains to be 
seen whether this pattern of greater simplicity is found in the named speeches. Unfortunately, 
aside from a brief exchange with an Athenian captain during the Corcyraian debacle (at 1.52.3, 
with Athenian response at 1.52.4), Thucydides records no other speech of the Corinthians in 
direct discourse, so the remaining discussion focuses on a comparison between Spartan and 
Athenian named speakers. It is worth noting, however, that the speeches of the Corinthians 
are reasonably consistent statistically, as table 1 shows. Consider the comparison of the 
anonymous Spartan speech with select known Spartan speakers in table 2, and the anonymous 
Athenian speeches with select named Athenians in table 3, below. 
Table 2. Spartan anonymous speech compared with named speakers 
 Spartans 
4.17-20 
Archidamos 
1.80-5 
Sthenelaidas 
1.86 
Archidamos 
2.72-4.2 
Brasidas 
4.85-7 
Number of 
Sentences 
19 31 5 8 13 
Longest 
Sentence 
59 83 46 54 103 
Word Count 
 
616 853 153 225 603 
Ratio of >1 
sub clauses: 
all clauses 
0.615 0.115 0.200 0.267 0.308 
 
Table 3. Athenian anonymous speeches compared with named speakers. 
 Athens  
1.73-8 
Athens  
5.85-113 
Perikles 
1.140-4 
Nikias  
6.9-14 
Kleon 
3.37-40 
Alkibiades 
6.16-18 
Number of 
Sentences 
31 30 35 23 29 30 
Longest 
Sentence 
127 73 89 135 140 106 
Word Count 
 
1091 980 1212 946 1175 962 
Ratio of >1 
sub clauses: 
all clauses 
0.353 0.372 0.236 0.522 0.317 0.267 
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I have reduced the statistics displayed in tables 2 and 3 to those which proved 
significant in the discussion above.
53
 Table 2, comparing Spartan speeches, shows that the 
anonymous Spartan speech is not particularly unusual in regards to the number of sentences, 
longest sentence, nor word count, though Archidamos‟ first speech is longer. The anonymous 
Spartan speech is, however, unusual in the amount of subordination used in its organisation. 
In table 3, the Athenian anonymous speeches are compared with those of named Athenians. 
Statistically, the anonymous speeches of the Athenians are consistent with the majority of 
other Athenian speeches. The only exception is Nikias, who uses more subordination than the 
anonymous ambassadors. Nikias‟ greater use of subordination is more in line with the 
anonymous Spartans than the Athenians. As can be seen in the discussion above, however, 
subordination can either complicate or facilitate the transmission of ideas. Thus, we need to 
investigate Nikias‟ use of subordination to confirm the pattern found above. 
Consider the opening sentence of Nikias‟ first speech: 
Ἡ μὲν ἐκκληρία πεπὶ παπαρκεσῆς ςῆς ἡμεςέπας ἥδε υσνελέγη, 
καο’ ὅςι γπὴ ἐς Σικελίαν ἐκπλεῖν· ἐμξὶ μένςξι δξκεῖ καὶ πεπὶ 
αὐςξῦ ςξαςξσ ἔςι γπῆναι ρκέψαροαι, εἰ ἄμεινΰν ἐρςιν 
ἐκπέμπειν ςὰς ναῦς, καὶ μὴ ξὕςτ βπαγείᾳ βξσλῇ πεπὶ μεγάλτν 
ππαγμάςτν ἀνδπάριν ἀλλξφαλξις πειοξμένξσς πΰλεμξν ξὐ 
ππξρήκξνςα ἄπαροαι. (6.9.1) 
 
This assembly was called together about our preparations by which it 
is necessary to sail out to Sicily; however it seems to me to be 
necessary still to consider regarding this matter, if it is better to send 
out the fleet, and not thus by a brief counsel about great matters, to 
take up a war not concerning us, having been persuaded by foreign 
men. 
 
  
                                               
53 See bold statistics in Table 1, page 15. 
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A schema for which is as follows: 
υσνελέγη – 1) καο’ ὅςι γπὴ 
   i) ἐς Σικελίαν ἐκπλεῖν 
δξκεῖ – 1) ἔςι γπῆναι 
      i) πεπὶ .. ρκέψαροαι 
         a) εἰ ἄμεινΰν ἐρςιν 
    I) ἐκπέμπειν ςὰς ναῦς 
   II) καὶ μὴ .. ἄπαροαι 
 
The sentence reaches the fourth level of subordination, as does the most subordinated 
sentence of the Spartan anonymous speech (4.18.1). Unlike 4.18.1, however, Nikias‟ sentence 
has two main verbs, both governing subordinated clauses, the second governing four levels. 
Thus Nikias‟ sentence is already more complicated than the most subordinated of the 
anonymous Spartans. Further, we can see in this sentence a complicating factor that is a 
feature of Nikias‟ speaking: concessions and reversals. Nikias reverses the direction of his 
speech with the μένηοι (however) in the second line: the assembly was called to discuss 
preparations (παπαρκεσή), however, Nikias thinks it is necessary to return to the decision to 
send the fleet to Sicily. 
More examples of Nikias making reversals and concessions can be found in the next 
sentence of this speech: 
καίςξι ἔγτγε καὶ ςιμῶμαι ἐκ ςξῦ ςξιξαςξσ καὶ ἧρρξν ἑςέπτν 
πεπὶ ςῷ ἐμασςξῦ ρβμαςι ὀππτδῶ, νξμίζτν ὁμξίτς ἀγαοὸν 
πξλίςην εἶναι ὃς ἂν καὶ ςξῦ ρβμαςΰς ςι καὶ ςῆς ξὐρίας 
ππξνξῆςαι· μάλιρςα γὰπ ἂν ὁ ςξιξῦςξς καὶ ςὰ ςῆς πΰλετς δι’ 
ἑασςὸν βξαλξιςξ ὀποξῦροαι. (6.9.2) 
 
And yet, I am honoured among such men and fear for my body less 
than others, thinking just the same a man is a good citizen who takes 
thought for his body and property; for indeed such a man would plan 
through himself to increase the prosperity of his city. 
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The schema being: 
ςιμῶμαι 
ὀππτδῶ – 1) νξμίζτν .. εἶναι 
           i) ὃς ἂν .. ππξνξῆςαι  
βξαλξιςξ  
 
While this sentence is not as highly subordinated as the first sentence, the subordination is 
introduced by Nikias‟ tendency to make concessions, or reversals of his point. Nikias begins 
this sentence with a concessive, καίςξι (yet, and yet), and opens the first level of 
subordination with another concessive: νξμίζτν ὁμξίτς – “thinking just the same”, which is 
then expanded upon in a relative clause, and the next main clause.  
Such concessives and reversals are absent from the 4.18.1. As discussed above, each 
level of subordination builds on the preceding level to complete the idea being transmitted. 
Nikias, however, often uses subordination to reverse the direction of his speech, or make 
concessive qualifications of previous statements, as can be seen in the two sentences above.  
Thus it would seem that, while the anonymous Spartan ambassadors are unusual in how 
they organise their sentences, they nonetheless retain a relative simplicity, and certainly a 
relative brevity, that seems characteristically Spartan. From the above, then, we can see that 
there is a stylistic distinction between Spartan speakers and speakers from Athens and Corinth, 
where the latter two have more convoluted sentences, arranged more often paratactically. 
 
 
1 B. Vocabulary 
Having discussed the stylistic features of the anonymous speeches in section A, I wish 
now to consider certain aspects of vocabulary. The specific circumstances in which a speech 
is given will, of course, affect word choice. For example, in their first speech, Corinthian 
ambassadors use 17 words based around the stem δικ- (justice, right- or wrong-doing). No 
other anonymous speech approaches this number of references to δικ- words, yet this fact is 
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explained by context in which the Corinthian ambassadors find themselves, arguing against 
Corcyraians who have made claims to just action, as well as other factors which will be 
considered in Part 2 B. Another factor affecting word choice may be Thucydides‟ use of the 
Attic-Ionic dialect. Rather than focusing on specific words choices, then, I will focus on 
certain word types. Following Tompkins again, I wish to consider first –sis noun usage in the 
anonymous speeches, then neuter abstractions. I will consider the former because, though 
they have been in use since Homer, as Tompkins notes, they only started becoming 
particularly popular in the later fifth century, which is not a pattern found in other abstract 
nouns. Neuter abstractions, Tompkins‟ collective term for articular infinitives and articular 
participles, also saw a similar rise in the later fifth century.
54
 These types of words, then, 
could be used to differentiate the three poleis in question.  
Table 4, below, provides a comparison of –sis noun, and neuter abstraction usage. From 
this table we can see that, though the absolute numbers of –sis nouns used in the speeches are 
low, Sparta has a higher proportion of –sis noun use. Both Athens and Corinth have consistent 
lower usage of this type of noun. A similar pattern can be found in neuter abstraction usage. 
There is more variation with neuter abstraction usage, however, but again the Spartans have 
the highest proportion of use, considerably higher than all the other anonymous speeches but 
for the first Corinthian speech. 
  
                                               
54 Tompkins (1993), 102. 
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Table 4. Comparison of -sis Noun & Neuter Abstract Usage in Anonymous Speeches 
 Corinth 
1.37-43 
Corinth 
1.68-71 
Athens 
1.73-8 
Corinth 
1.120-4 
Sparta 
4.17-20 
Athens 
5.85-113 
Number of -sis 
nouns 
6 7 7 5 6 7 
Proportion of -sis 
nouns 
0.231 0.233 0.266 0.208 0.316 0.233 
Number in 
accusative 
6 4 0 1 4 1 
Number in other 
oblique cases 
0 2 4 2 2 6 
Proportion of Neuter 
Abstractions 
0.615 0.333 0.194 0.250 0.789 0.400 
Number of Articular 
Infinitives 
8 6 1 1 3 3 
Number of Articular 
Participles 
8 4 5 5 12 9 
 
Thus, the Spartan anonymous speech stands out from the other anonymous speeches in 
respect of these features of vocabulary, yet we need to see how the Athenian and Spartan 
anonymous speeches compare to other speakers of their respective poleis. Consider tables 5 
and 6 below.  
Table 5. Comparison of –sis Noun & Neuter Abstract Usage in Spartan Speeches 
 Sparta 
4.17-20 
Archidamos 
1.80-5 
Sthenelaidas 
1.86 
Archidamos 
2.72-4.2 
Brasidas 
4.85-7 
Number of -sis 
nouns 
6 0 0 1 6 
Proportion of -sis 
nouns 
0.316 0 0 0.125 0.462 
Number in 
accusative 
4 0 0 0 3 
Number in other 
oblique cases 
2 0 0 1 2 
Proportion of Neuter 
Abstractions 
0.789 0.097 0 0 0.154 
Number of Articular 
Infinitives 
3 0 0 0 0 
Number of Articular 
Participles 
12 3 0 0 2 
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Table 6. Comparison of –sis Noun & Neuter Abstract Usage in Athenian Speeches 
 Athens  
1.73-8 
Athens  
5.85-113 
Perikles 
1.140-4 
Nikias  
6.9-14 
Kleon 
3.37-40 
Alkibiades 
6.16-18 
Number of -sis nouns 
 
7 7 9 2 7 4 
Proportion of -sis 
nouns 
0.266 0.233 0.281 0.087 0.241 0.133 
Number in accusative 
 
0 1 4 1 0 2 
Number in other 
oblique cases 
4 6 3 0 5 1 
Proportion of Neuter 
Abstractions 
0.194 0.400 0.171 0.261 0.241 0.100 
Number of Articular 
Infinitives 
1 3 1 4 2 1 
Number of Articular 
Participles 
5 9 6 2 5 2 
 
Table 6 above shows that the anonymous Spartan speech was somewhat unusual in 
comparison to the other Spartan speakers, save Brasidas with respect to –sis noun usage, and 
very unusual in terms of neuter abstracts. Table 7, on the other hand, shows that the 
anonymous Athenian speakers were in line with average Athenian usage. Thus we need to 
explain the unusual word-type choices in the anonymous Spartan speech, particularly given 
that Thucydides was fond of these word types, as Tompkins notes, and scattered them 
liberally throughout his text, yet Sthenelaidas uses no such words, and Archidamos, in the 
speeches surveyed, uses one –sis noun and three articular participles.55 
One approach to explaining these data in the Spartan speech is to note the pattern in the 
Spartan speeches. At the beginning of the war, we see no –sis nouns being used by Spartans, 
and very few neuter abstractions. As the war progresses, we see the introduction of such 
nouns into Spartan discourse, and it is worth noting that the first –sis nouns we see uttered by 
a Spartan are from Archidamos who uses ἐπισείπηζιρ (attacking) and ἐλεςθέπυζιρ (liberating). 
These words, as Francis notes, are old enough to be found already in Herodotos.
56
 Later, we 
                                               
55 Tompkins (1993), 102. 
56 Francis (1991-1993), 206. 
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see the ambassadors using more, and then Brasidas more again. Such a pattern may reflect the 
gradual adoption of the newly in vogue word-form.  
The sudden leap in proportion of use from Archidamos‟ speech to the Plataians (2.72-
4.2), to the embassy to the Athenians may partly be explained by the greater amount of lapsed 
time between the two speeches, but also as an attempt on the part of the Spartan ambassadors 
to ingratiate themselves to the Athenian audience. Given Kleon‟s chastisement of the 
Athenian polis for preferring new and impressive rhetoric over good advice (3.38.5), and the 
fact that the Spartans would have had ample opportunity to form such an impression for 
themselves, this assumption on the part of the Spartans would not have been unreasonable.  
Further support for the possibility of  an attempt at ingratiation comes from the end of 
the anonymous Spartan speech: “ἡμῶν γὰπ καὶ ὑμῶν ςαὐςὰ λεγΰνςτν …” – “for with we 
and you saying the same things…” (4.20.4). While this genitive absolute is part of the Spartan 
closing statement regarding the benefits of presenting a united front to the rest of Greece, it is 
also very much a programmatic statement, as Francis notes.
57
 At the beginning of their speech, 
the Spartan ambassadors made a very programmatic statement regarding the nature of their 
speech, in regards to others‟ expectations of their rhetoric, discussed above (4.17.2), and in 
the light of this opening, such a closing remark does suggest an attempt by the Spartans to 
ingratiate themselves to the Athenians. 
It is worth noting, as well, that the unusual features of this Spartan speech, and the fact 
that the Spartan ambassadors draw attention to these features, serves to underscore the 
expectation of Spartan rhetoric. 
 
Conclusion 
By gathering statistics on the stylistic features of the anonymous speeches, we can see 
that the anonymous Spartan speech is shorter than speeches from representatives of other 
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poleis in word order and in terms of longest sentence. The Spartan anonymous speech is 
unusual, however, in its greater use of subordination, and to higher levels than other 
anonymous speeches and other Spartan speakers. Comparison of the subordination shows that 
the Spartan speech remains simpler relative to the other anonymous speeches, even in regards 
to the more difficult sentences in the Spartan speech. The Spartan speech also contains 
unusual levels of particular word types, –sis nouns and neuter abstractions. The proportion of 
these word types by sentence is higher than in speeches from the representatives of other 
poleis, and other Spartans. The greater use of these word types, though, can be explained in 
terms of gradual adoption, as evinced by the pattern found in their use by Spartan speakers, as 
well as an attempt to ingratiate the Spartan ambassadors to the Athenian audience, as 
demonstrated by the dove-tailing of the speech in two programmatic statements related to the 
nature of the speech. Overall, then, the Spartan anonymous speech, while somewhat unusual, 
does fit the expectations of Spartan rhetoric in terms of brevity and conservativeness.  
The nature of the Athenian anonymous speeches has not been explicitly discussed in 
this part of the thesis, yet their use as comparanda which demonstrate the Spartans‟ greater 
simplicity also demonstrates the greater complexity of the Athenians, as we would expect 
given their embrace of the sophistic movement. Statistically, the anonymous speeches are 
consistent in regards to subordination and vocabulary with the speeches of other Athenian 
speakers, except Nikias. Nikias, like the anonymous Spartans, used a higher proportion of 
subordination than the other Athenians, yet, his use proved to be more complex than that of 
the Spartans, which ultimately fits the Athenian model of greater rhetorical complexity. 
Interestingly, the Corinthians anonymous speeches resemble the Athenian speeches to a 
high degree, statistically. Further, the use of Corinthian sentences as comparanda 
demonstrating the relative simplicity of Spartan sentences shows that, like Athenian speeches, 
Corinthian speeches also were more rhetorically complex. We can understand the Corinthian 
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pattern also in terms of the sophistic movement: their proximity to Athens led to greater 
exposure to it. 
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Part 2. Rhetorical Features 
In this second part of the thesis, I am concerned with the high-level features of the 
anonymous speeches, that is, with aspects of the rhetoric itself. I am not considering the 
arguments made in each speech in and of themselves, as the arguments vary according to the 
circumstances of the specific contexts in which each speech is given. Instead, I consider what 
various arguments reveal about the underlying ideology of the speakers. In section A, I 
investigate the different ways in which the three poleis frame the task of persuading their 
audience in their rhetoric, that is, the rhetorical posturing of each. In section B, I consider the 
approaches to argumentation, that is, the ideological framework underlying the specific 
arguments in the speeches.  
 
2 A. Rhetorical Posturing 
One difficulty in investigating argumentation in the anonymous speeches is that each 
speech was given in a particular context to a particular audience, meaning that the kinds of 
arguments a polis would make should vary considerably as the context varies. Consider the 
Corinthians: their first speech was to Athens, for a different purpose to their second and third 
speeches, to Sparta, and their non-Spartan allies, respectively. Despite these differences in 
audience and aim, however, there are common points to be found in Corinth‟s anonymous 
speeches, as with the other poleis. In this section, I shall consider how the ambassadors frame 
the purpose of their speeches, showing that the Athenians present their speeches as the giving 
of advice, while the Corinthians either do not discuss the matter, or are open about their 
attempt to persuade, and that the Spartans are open about their attempts to persuade. 
In her investigation of the speeches made at the first conference at Sparta, Mabel Lang 
compared Thucydides‟ speeches with the tetralogy found in Herodotus at 8.140-4. Lang notes 
various similarities between the two tetralogies, in particular the pattern of the speech types. 
This pattern is two pairs of speeches, the first a πειθώ speech, that is one of persuasion, 
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followed by a speech of a “wise advisor”; the second pair consists of a speech responding to 
the persuasion speech, followed by one that responds to the wise advisor.
58
 The distinction 
between persuasion and “wise advice” may best be illustrated by an example: as Lang states, 
the Corinthians in their speech of persuasion urge Sparta to war, but the Athenians, who are 
the wise advisors (discussed below) warn against war.
59
 The Athenians, however, could have 
given a speech urging Sparta to bring matters to arbitration, yet they instead warned the 
Spartans. It is this insight of Lang‟s which serves as the framework for this section, beginning 
with the Athenians. 
As noted above, the Athenian ambassadors‟ reaction to the conference at Sparta was to 
advise against war. They do not take on the guise of wise advisor merely in the overall 
manner of their speech, however; they explicitly frame their speech in this way. Consider the 
opening of the first Athenian speech to the Spartans: 
Ἡ μὲν ππέρβεσρις ἡμῶν ξὐκ ἐς ἀνςιλξγίαν ςξῖς ὑμεςέπξις 
υσμμάγξις ἐγένεςξ, ἀλλὰ πεπὶ ὧν ἡ πΰλις ἔπεμψεν· 
αἰροανΰμενξι δὲ καςαβξὴν ξὐκ ὀλίγην ξὖραν ἡμῶν παπήλοξμεν 
ξὐ ςξῖς ἐγκλήμαρι ςῶν πΰλετν ἀνςεπξῦνςες (ξὐ γὰπ παπὰ 
δικαρςαῖς ὑμῖν ξὔςε ἡμῶν ξὔςε ςξαςτν ξἱ λΰγξι ἂν γίγνξινςξ), 
ἀλλ' ὅπτς μὴ ῥᾳδίτς πεπὶ μεγάλτν ππαγμάςτν ςξῖς υσμμάγξις 
πειοΰμενξι γεῖπξν βξσλεαρηροε, καὶ ἅμα βξσλΰμενξι πεπὶ ςξῦ 
πανςὸς λΰγξσ ςξῦ ἐς ἡμᾶς καοερςῶςξς δηλῶραι ὡς ξὔςε 
ἀπεικΰςτς ἔγξμεν ἃ κεκςήμεοα, ἥ ςε πΰλις ἡμῶν ἀυία λΰγξσ 
ἐρςίν. (1.73.1) 
 
Our embassy was not for the purpose of speaking against your allies, 
but about which things our city sent us to do; but perceiving there is 
not a little outcry against us we came forward, not to gainsay the 
complaints of the cities (for the speeches of neither us nor them are 
presented to you as judges), but so that you may not easily come to a 
worse decision about great matters, being persuaded by your allies, 
and also we intend to show about the whole complaint set down 
against us that we do not hold the things which we have acquired 
unreasonably, and our city is worthy of renown. 
 
Here the Athenians present themselves first and foremost as advisors. Their speech is given 
not to gainsay (ἀνςεπξῦνςες) Sparta‟s allies, but in order that the Spartans not easily make a 
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bad decision. The bad decision would be, of course, going to war, yet only at the very end do 
the Athenians suggest the Spartans should choose arbitration over war, rather than in that part 
of the speech most obviously seeking to persuade. In the above sentence, the Athenians list 
three purposes for the speech, advising the Spartans to aid their decision making, as noted, but 
also to convince the Spartans of the fairness of Athens‟ having an empire, and that Athens is 
worthy of account. These two latter purposes may be seen as attempts at persuasion. However, 
the Athenians still frame these, initially at least, as merely information given for the purpose 
of good decision making: 
ῥηοήρεςαι δὲ ξὐ παπαιςήρετς μᾶλλξν ἕνεκα ἢ μαπςσπίξσ καὶ 
δηλβρετς ππὸς ξἵαν ὑμῖν πΰλιν μὴ εὖ βξσλεσξμένξις ὁ ἀγὼν 
καςαρςήρεςαι. (1.73.3) 
 
But it will not be said deprecatingly, rather for the purpose of 
presenting evidence and to show against what sort of city the contest 
would be set if you are not well counselled. 
 
The Athenians make this point in regards to their upcoming discussion of the Athenian 
contributions to the Persian wars, which forms part of their attempt to persuade the Spartans 
that Athens‟ empire is acceptable and of their recognition-worthiness, or claim to respect. 
This statement, however, is framed in such a way that even this attempt at persuasion is 
merely for the purposes of ensuring the Spartans are well advised prior to deciding whether to 
go to war. What follows is evidence for the Spartans regarding Athens. 
One challenge to the above analysis is that the Athenian speakers, as they admit in their 
opening sentence, were not sent as representatives of the Athenian demos, at least not for the 
purposes of speaking to the Spartans and their allies. These Athenians, then, were not in a 
position to attempt to persuade Sparta of anything, and as such, only speak as advisors as that 
is what they truly were, or at least how they saw themselves. If we consider, however, the 
Melian Dialogue, we can see that the Athenians there, too, make use of this rhetorical guise. 
The purpose of the debate with the Melians was to persuade them to surrender to Athens, as 
can be seen in the following:  
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Εἰ μὲν ςξίνσν ὑπξνξίας ςῶν μελλΰνςτν λξγιξαμενξι ἢ ἄλλξ ςι 
υσνήκεςε ἢ ἐκ ςῶν παπΰνςτν καὶ ὧν ὁπᾶςε πεπὶ ρτςηπίας 
βξσλεαρξνςες ςῇ πΰλει, πασξίμεο' ἄν· εἰ δ' ἐπὶ ςξῦςξ, λέγξιμεν 
ἄν. (5.87.1) 
 
If, then, you are going to argue from suspicions of the future, or you 
meet for any other purpose than considering things from your present 
circumstances and concerning yourselves about saving your city, we 
ought to stop; but if [you are here] for this, we should speak. 
 
The key words in this sentence are βξσλεαρξνςες, considering, deliberating, and ὁπᾶηε, here 
give heed, concern one‟s self about. The meeting is for the Melians to consider their options, 
and realise surrender is the only appropriate response, with the Athenians merely helping the 
process. Thus, in the anonymous speeches of the Athenians, there is a deliberate and clear 
claim made to their speeches being that of advice given by a (wise) advisor. 
Having considered the case of Athens, let us turn to the speakers of Corinth. As 
discussed above, the Corinthians at Sparta made a speech of persuasion. The same is true of 
the first Corinthian speech, made to the Athenians to persuade the Athenians not to enter 
alliance with Corcyra. Like the Athenians above, the Corinthians make an open claim 
regarding the purpose of their speech: 
Ἀναγκαῖξν … μνηροένςας ππῶςξν καὶ ἡμᾶς πεπὶ ἀμφξςέπτν 
ξὕςτ καὶ ἐπὶ ςὸν ἄλλξν λΰγξν ἰέναι, ἵνα ςὴν ἀφ' ἡμῶν ςε 
ἀυίτριν ἀρφαλέρςεπξν ππξειδῆςε καὶ ςὴν ςῶνδε γπείαν μὴ 
ἀλξγίρςτς ἀπβρηροε. (1.37.1.3-6) 
 
[Ιt is] necessary … for us too, first speaking about both of these 
matters, so to proceed to the rest of our speech so that you may know 
first more surely our merited claim, and reject not irrationally their 
request. 
 
The Corcyraians‟ claim is their request for alliance with Athens, which Corinth seeks to 
persuade Athens to reject. That Corinth does not frame their discussion as anything other than 
persuasion can be seen in the second of the two result clauses: so that the Athenians will not 
irrationally reject the Corcyraians‟ request. The Corinthians are directing the Athenians to 
their preferred outcome. 
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Persuasion also forms the over-arching pattern of the second Corinthian speech, as 
previously noted: 
μέγπι μὲν ξὖν ςξῦδε ὡπίροτ ὑμῶν ἡ βπαδσςής· νῦν δὲ ςξῖς ςε 
ἄλλξις καὶ Πξςειδεάςαις, ὥρπεπ ὑπεδέυαροε, βξηοήραςε καςὰ 
ςάγξς ἐρβαλΰνςες ἐς ςὴν Ἀςςικήν, ἵνα μὴ ἄνδπας ςε φίλξσς καὶ 
υσγγενεῖς ςξῖς ἐγοίρςξις ππξῆροε καὶ ἡμᾶς ςξὺς ἄλλξσς ἀοσμίᾳ 
ππὸς ἑςέπαν ςινὰ υσμμαγίαν ςπέψηςε. (1.71.4) 
 
So, let your sluggishness come this far and no further; and come to the 
aide of the Potidaians, just as your promised, by a swift invasion of 
Attika, so that you do not betray men who are allies and kin to the 
most hostile to them, and turn the rest of us to some other alliance by 
despondency. 
 
After complaining about the dilatory nature of the Spartans, and extended comparison of 
Sparta with Athens, the Corinthians here come to the crux of their speech: urging Sparta to go 
to war and invade Athens. It is this action, invasion, that the Corinthians in their second 
speech seek to persuade Sparta to undertake. While the Corinthians mention instruction 
earlier in the speech (διδαρκαλίας, 1.68.3), it is in the context of a hypothetical statement: if 
the Athenians were harming Greece in secret, then there would be need of instruction. The 
possibility of such a need for instruction is immediately dismissed, however. The Corinthians 
are not present to advise the Spartans of Athens‟ obvious wrong-doing, but to persuade the 
Spartans to war, for which the extended comparison between Athens and Sparta forms a 
substantial component of the argument.  
Having won over Sparta, the Corinthians direct their third speech at their non-Spartan 
allies, for the same purpose as their second, that is, to persuade the allies to vote to go to war 
with Athens: 
ἀλλὰ νξμίρανςες ἐς ἀνάγκην ἀφῖγοαι, ὦ ἄνδπες υαμμαγξι, καὶ 
ἅμα ςάδε ἄπιρςα λέγεροαι, ψηφίραροε ςὸν πΰλεμξν μὴ 
φξβηοένςες ςὸ αὐςίκα δεινΰν, ςῆς δ' ἀπ' αὐςξῦ διὰ πλείξνξς 
εἰπήνης ἐπιοσμήρανςες· (1.124.2.1-4) 
 
But considering that matters have come to an extremity, allied men, 
and  also that this is the best advice, vote for war not fearing the 
immediate terrors, but desiring the longer peace to come from it. 
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As in the key sentence of the second Corinthian speech discussed above, the Corinthian 
ambassadors state clearly what they want from their allies, though again at the end of the 
speech. Their intentions, however, are strongly hinted at in their opening sentence, where they 
state that the Spartans can no longer be censured for not voting to go to war (1.120.1). It is 
interesting that when talking to their allies the Corinthians do not state clearly what they want, 
nor are they as open regarding their task of persuasion as when in Athens. Such an approach 
to the framing of their speech is different to that of both the Spartans and the Athenians in 
their anonymous speech (discussed above). The Corinthians, then, at the broadest level, do 
not disguise their attempts at persuasion, and at least once make it an open fact of their speech.  
The Spartans, like the Corinthians in their anonymous speech to the Athenians, also 
speak in a persuasive guise, as the opening sentence makes clear: 
Ἔπεμψαν ἡμᾶς Λακεδαιμΰνιξι, ὦ Ἀοηναῖξι, πεπὶ ςῶν ἐν ςῇ 
νήρῳ ἀνδπῶν ππάυξνςας ὅςι ἂν ὑμῖν ςε ὠφέλιμξν ὂν ςὸ αὐςὸ 
πείοτμεν καὶ ἡμῖν ἐς ςὴν υσμφξπὰν ὡς ἐκ ςῶν παπΰνςτν 
κΰρμξν μάλιρςα μέλλῃ ξἴρειν. (4.17.1) 
 
The Lakedaimonians sent us, Athenians, to do regarding the men on 
the island, whatever we persuade you is beneficial for you and us alike 
with regard to the disaster, so that it is likely to bring the most honour 
from the present circumstances. 
 
The participle ππάυξνςας in the context suggests negotiating, and when paired with a 
subordinate clause, of which the main verb is πείοτμεν it is abundantly clear the Spartans are 
approaching the Athenians, much as the Corinthians did, in an openly persuasive fashion. 
Of course, all the speeches can be seen as attempts to persuade others to one's preferred 
course of action, and thus the above should come as no surprise. What is being demonstrated 
above, however, is not simply that Corinth and Sparta attempted to persuade others, but that 
their attempts at persuasion were direct – they made no attempt to portray their speeches as 
anything other than attempts at persuasion. This portrayal contrasts with the Athenian 
anonymous speeches.  
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It follows that there is a need to inquire whether the two separate guises for presentation 
found in the anonymous speeches constitute a pattern found in the broader context of rhetoric 
in Thucydides, and what can be made of such differences. Unfortunately, as noted in section 1 
B, there are no other appropriate Corinthian speeches to consider in our discussion. Thus, 
again, our discussion is restricted to named Athenians and Spartans. Let us begin with the 
Athenians. Perikles is the first named Athenian to speak, and gives two deliberative speeches, 
the first at 1.140-4. Consider the opening of this speech: 
Τῆς μὲν γνβμης, ὦ Ἀοηναῖξι, αἰεὶ ςῆς αὐςῆς ἔγξμαι, μὴ εἴκειν 
Πελξπξννηρίξις, καίπεπ εἰδὼς ςξὺς ἀνοπβπξσς ξὐ ςῇ αὐςῇ 
ὀπγῇ ἀναπειοξμένξσς ςε πξλεμεῖν καὶ ἐν ςῷ ἔπγῳ ππάρρξνςας, 
ππὸς δὲ ςὰς υσμφξπὰς καὶ ςὰς γνβμας ςπεπξμένξσς. ὁπῶ δὲ 
καὶ νῦν ὁμξῖα καὶ παπαπλήρια υσμβξσλεσςέα μξι ὄνςα, καὶ 
ςξὺς ἀναπειοξμένξσς ὑμῶν δικαιῶ ςξῖς κξινῇ δΰυαριν, ἢν ἄπα 
ςι καὶ ρφαλλβμεοα, βξηοεῖν, ἢ μηδὲ καςξποξῦνςας ςῆς 
υσνέρετς μεςαπξιεῖροαι. ἐνδέγεςαι γὰπ ςὰς υσμφξπὰς ςῶν 
ππαγμάςτν ξὐγ ἧρρξν ἀμαοῶς γτπῆραι ἢ καὶ ςὰς διανξίας ςξῦ 
ἀνοπβπξσ· δι’ ὅπεπ καὶ ςὴν ςαγην, ὅρα ἂν παπὰ λΰγξν υσμβῇ, 
εἰβοαμεν αἰςιᾶροαι. (1.140.1) 
 
I hold always to the same opinion, Athenians, not to yield to the 
Peloponnesians, although I know that people are not persuaded by the 
same impulse to go to war and carrying it out in deed, but adjust their 
opinions in regards to the changing circumstances. But I see the same 
and similar advice has to be given by me now, and I expect those of 
you being persuadable to help the common opinion, even if we should 
err in any way, or not to lay claim to intelligence when things go well. 
For it happens that actual events advance no less irrationally than the 
thinking of man; and because of this we tend to blame fortune 
whenever things occur contrary to the plan. 
 
Perikles opens his speech with mention of his opinion or judgement (γνβμης), which he goes 
on to state, yet he does not explicitly say the Athenians must follow his judgement. Though 
Perikles talks of the Athenians being persuadable (ἀναπειοξμένξσς), he also talks of giving 
advice (υσμβξσλεσςέα), and states that it is up to those who agree with him to convince 
others. Despite strongly implying that he expects the Athenians to vote for his proposition, 
Perikles still frames what he is doing in speaking as the giving of advice.  
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We find something similar in Perikles‟ next deliberative speech at 2.60-4, in response to 
the Athenians‟ waning resolve: 
Καὶ ππξρδεγξμένῳ μξι ςὰ ςῆς ὀπγῆς ὑμῶν ἔς με γεγένηςαι 
(αἰροάνξμαι γὰπ ςὰς αἰςίας) καὶ ἐκκληρίαν ςξαςξσ ἕνεκα 
υσνήγαγξν, ὅπτς ὑπξμνήρτ καὶ μέμψτμαι εἴ ςι μὴ ὀποῶς ἢ 
ἐμξὶ γαλεπαίνεςε ἢ ςαῖς υσμφξπαῖς εἴκεςε. (2.60.1) 
 
And the response of your anger towards me has happened according 
to my expectations (for I understand the reasons) and I called this 
assembly on account of this, so that I may remind and censure you if, 
not rightly, you are angry with me or you yield to the circumstances.  
 
Here the purpose of the speech is explicitly framed not as persuasion, but, in this instance, as 
censure and reminding of what was decided previously, with the implied goal of bolstering 
the Athenians‟ enthusiasm for the war.  
Thus it would seem that Perikles, as in the case of unnamed Athenian ambassadors, 
frames his attempts at persuasion as only the giving of advice, with the onus of making a good 
decision on the audience. Yet this is not the case for every Athenian speaker. Consider the one 
speech of Kleon recorded in direct discourse (3.37-40). Kleon opens with what may strike the 
modern reader as a rather startling statement to the Athenian assembly: 
Πξλλάκις μὲν ἤδη ἔγτγε καὶ ἄλλξςε ἔγντν δημξκπαςίαν ὅςι 
ἀδαναςΰν ἐρςιν ἑςέπτν ἄπγειν, μάλιρςα δ’ ἐν ςῇ νῦν ὑμεςέπᾳ 
πεπὶ Μσςιληναίτν μεςαμελείᾳ. (3.37.1) 
 
I personally have already observed often, at one time or another, and 
particularly in your present change of heart regarding the Mytilenaians, 
that a democracy is unable to rule others. 
 
Far from expressing a purpose for his speech, giving advice or persuading, Kleon opens his 
speech by besmirching the ability of democratic Athens to rule an empire, a point which he 
spends some time trying to support before giving us a hint regarding the purpose of his speech: 
Ἐγὼ μὲν ξὖν ὁ αὐςΰς εἰμι ςῇ γνβμῃ καὶ οασμάζτ μὲν ςῶν 
ππξοένςτν αὖοις πεπὶ Μσςιληναίτν λέγειν καὶ γπΰνξσ 
διαςπιβὴν ἐμπξιηράνςτν, ὅ ἐρςι ππὸς ςῶν ἠδικηκΰςτν 
μᾶλλξν … (3.38.1) 
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So I am the same, regarding my opinion, and I marvel at the proposal 
to speak about the Mytilenaian matter again and creating a waste of 
time, which is to the benefit of the wrong-doers rather [than us] … 
 
That Kleon is amazed by the proposal to revisit the Mytilenaian matter, and considers doing 
so a waste of time, clearly implies his stance on the matter, which he informs the Athenians 
he has not changed, reminiscent both of the opening of Perikles‟ first speech (1.140.1) in idea, 
and of part of Perikles‟ second speech (2.61.2) in words.60 This sentence, like Perikles‟ 
opening at 1.140.1, also prefaces the main point of the speech, and both strongly imply what 
the speaker expects from the Athenian demos. Yet Kleon‟s statement here does not serve to 
frame his speech, either as advice or open persuasion. The whole effect may seem 
condescending, heightened by the repetition of οασμάζτ – “I marvel at” – later in this 
sentence, a tone which can be seen in the opening sentence, particularly in the use of ἔγτγε, 
yet Kleon here is making use of the didactic stance – knowing better, and thus teaching his 
audience.
61
 Thus, unlike Perikles, or the anonymous Athenian ambassadors, Kleon 
approaches the task of speaking as a teacher instructing the polis, where previously we have 
seen Athenians speak as advisors. 
The second speech regarding the Mytilenaians is given by Diodotus, who spends the 
first part of his speech rebutting Kleon‟s comments on good speaking, and good speakers. 
When he does turn to the main point of his speech, at 3.44, we see a return to the Athenian 
pattern: 
  
                                               
60 Hornblower (1991), 425. 
61 Dover (1974), 29. 
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Ἐγὼ δὲ παπῆλοξν ξὔςε ἀνςεπῶν πεπὶ Μσςιληναίτν ξὔςε 
καςηγξπήρτν. ξὐ γὰπ πεπὶ ςῆς ἐκείντν ἀδικίας ἡμῖν ὁ ἀγβν, εἰ 
ρτφπξνξῦμεν, ἀλλὰ πεπὶ ςῆς ἡμεςέπας εὐβξσλίας. ἤν ςε γὰπ 
ἀπξφήντ πάνσ ἀδικξῦνςας αὐςξας, ξὐ διὰ ςξῦςξ καὶ 
ἀπξκςεῖναι κελεαρτ, εἰ μὴ υσμφέπξν, ἤν ςε καὶ ἔγξνςάς ςι 
υσγγνβμης † εἶεν †, εἰ ςῇ πΰλει μὴ ἀγαοὸν φαίνξιςξ. νξμίζτ δὲ 
πεπὶ ςξῦ μέλλξνςξς ἡμᾶς μᾶλλξν βξσλεαεροαι ἢ ςξῦ παπΰνςξς. 
καὶ ςξῦςξ ὃ μάλιρςα Κλέτν ἰργσπίζεςαι, ἐς ςὸ λξιπὸν 
υσμφέπξν ἔρεροαι ππὸς ςὸ ἧρρξν ἀφίρςαροαι οάναςξν ζημίαν 
ππξοεῖρι, καὶ αὐςὸς πεπὶ ςξῦ ἐς ςὸ μέλλξν καλῶς ἔγξνςξς 
ἀνςιργσπιζΰμενξς ςἀνανςία γιγνβρκτ.62  
(3.44.1-3) 
 
But I came forward neither to gainsay nor to bring charges regarding 
the Mytilenaians. For our assembly is not about the injustice of these, 
if we are prudent, but about the soundness of our judgement. For even 
if I proved perfectly that they were wrong-doers, I would not urge, on 
account of this, to kill them, unless it were expedient, and even if they 
may have some claim to forgiveness, if it does not seem good for the 
city [I would not urge it]. But I think our deliberating is about the 
future rather than the present. And this point, which Kleon firmly 
holds, that imposing a penalty of death will be useful in the future, 
regarding the weaker parties revolting, I, being concerned about the 
future, know the opposite is true. 
 
Diodotus shows a return to the Athenian pattern when he states that he has not come to 
gainsay Kleon, and reinforces this pattern toward the end of the excerpt when he refers to the 
assembly as “deliberating” (βξσλεαεροαι). As in the Melian Dialogue, that Diodotus refers to 
the present assembly in terms of deliberation suggests his purpose is giving advice so that the 
Athenians can consider their options and themselves decide, which is further supported by 
Diodotus‟ statement, near the beginning of this excerpt, that the assembly is really “about our 
best judgement” (πεπὶ ςῆς ἡμεςέπας εὐβξσλίας). That is to say, Diodotus is implying that 
the Athenians as a whole are to make the decision, when they have all the facts, as we saw in 
the first anonymous Athenian speech. 
                                               
62 The middle of this passage is corrupt. Lindau emends ἔγξνςας to ἔγξνςες, which helps only so much, but is 
reflected in my translation. Van der Ben (1987) also tries to repair the sentence, somewhat convincingly. He 
does note that the meaning of this sentence is quite clear (18), and as such my translation stays closer to the 
apparent meaning of the sentence than the problematic Greek. 
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A final Athenian speaker to consider in terms of the Athenian approach to framing the 
purpose of their speeches is Nikias. Nikias‟ first speech in the history, recorded in direct 
discourse, is found at 6.9-14, and he opens with the following sentence: 
Ἡ μὲν ἐκκληρία πεπὶ παπαρκεσῆς ςῆς ἡμεςέπας ἥδε υσνελέγη, 
καο’ ὅςι γπὴ ἐς Σικελίαν ἐκπλεῖν· ἐμξὶ μένςξι δξκεῖ καὶ πεπὶ 
αὐςξῦ ςξαςξσ ἔςι γπῆναι ρκέψαροαι, εἰ ἄμεινΰν ἐρςιν 
ἐκπέμπειν ςὰς ναῦς, καὶ μὴ ξὕςτ βπαγείᾳ βξσλῇ πεπὶ μεγάλτν 
ππαγμάςτν ἀνδπάριν ἀλλξφαλξις πειοξμένξσς πΰλεμξν  ξὐ 
ππξρήκξνςα ἄπαροαι. (6.9.1) 
 
This assembly was called together about our preparations by which it 
is necessary to sail out to Sicily; however it seems to me to be 
necessary still about this matter to consider if it is better to send out 
the fleet, and thus not by a brief counsel about great matters, to take 
up a war not concerning us, having been persuaded by foreign men. 
 
Nikias states that the purpose of the present assembly is the preparations for the Sicilian 
expedition, but goes on to claim that the assembly should also consider again the actual 
decision to send forth the expedition. The keyword in this sentence is consider (here, 
ζκέταζθαι): as with previous Athenian speakers, there is an invitation to hear advice and 
think over an important matter, rather than a signal to the audience that an attempt at 
persuasion is to be made. This opening would seem to fit the Athenian pattern, yet shortly 
after this statement, Nikias goes on to say:  
καὶ ππὸς μὲν ςξὺς ςπΰπξσς ςξὺς ὑμεςέπξσς ἀροενὴς ἄν μξσ ὁ 
λΰγξς εἴη, εἰ ςά ςε ὑπάπγξνςα ρῴζειν παπαινξίην καὶ μὴ ςξῖς 
ἑςξίμξις πεπὶ ςῶν ἀφανῶν καὶ μελλΰνςτν κινδσνεαειν· ὡς δὲ 
ξὔςε ἐν καιπῷ ρπεαδεςε ξὔςε ῥᾴδιά ἐρςι καςαργεῖν ἐφ’ ἃ 
ὥπμηροε, ςαῦςα διδάυτ. (6.9.3) 
 
And my speech would be feeble against your customs, if I were to 
advise preserving the present circumstances, and not to risk that which 
is at hand for uncertain and future things; so I will teach these things, 
that you do not hasten at the right time, nor is it easy to accomplish 
that which you have desired. 
 
Though initially discussing advising, Nikias goes on to state that his speech will be instruction, 
heretofore unseen in direct discourse, though not a posture unseen in Athenian rhetoric in the 
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fifth century.
63
 Thus, Nikias, in this speech, begins with the familiar Athenian pattern, then 
very quickly reframes his speech in terms of instruction. 
 In his second deliberative speech, Nikias provides only the briefest of frames: 
Ἐπειδὴ πάνςτς ὁπῶ ὑμᾶς, ὦ Ἀοηναῖξι, ὡπμημένξσς 
ρςπαςεαειν, υσνενέγκξι μὲν ςαῦςα ὡς βξσλΰμεοα, ἐπὶ δὲ ςῷ 
παπΰνςι ἃ γιγνβρκτ ρημανῶ. (6.20.1) 
 
Since I see you, Athenians, entirely eager to campaign, may these 
things turn out as we wish, but I will declare what I know regarding 
the present circumstances. 
 
Nikias restricts the purpose of his speech here to simply stating what he knows. He makes no 
claim to be attempting persuasion, though this is of course the goal, and this passing on of 
knowledge equals advice. Thus, while not in the exact same terms, Nikias‟ second speech is 
framed in terms of providing advice, rather than attempting persuasion. 
From the above, then, we can see that the Athenian speakers generally, though not 
always, frame their speeches in terms of the giving of advice, where the Spartans note they 
are making an attempt to persuade, as do the Corinthians, when they trouble to frame the 
purpose of their speeches. The slight variation in Athenian deliberative discourse need not 
trouble us. First, only two of the speeches do not follow the general pattern: Kleon‟s, and 
Nikias‟ first speech. Second, as Wasserman notes, Athenian democracy tends to provide 
space for more individuality in speech-making than do other poleis.
64
 
Consider first the speech of Archidamos to the Spartans following the Corinthians and 
Athenians at 1.80-5. Archidamos‟ presentation initially is one of advisor: 
Καὶ αὐςὸς πξλλῶν ἤδη πξλέμτν ἔμπειπΰς εἰμι, ὦ 
Λακεδαιμΰνιξι, καὶ ὑμῶν ςξὺς ἐν ςῇ αὐςῇ ἡλικίᾳ ὁπῶ, ὥρςε 
μήςε ἀπειπίᾳ ἐπιοσμῆραί ςινα ςξῦ ἔπγξσ, ὅπεπ ἂν ξἱ πξλλξὶ 
πάοξιεν, μήςε ἀγαοὸν καὶ ἀρφαλὲς νξμίρανςα. (1.80.1) 
 
And I myself have experience of many wars, Lakedaimonians, and I 
see some of you are in the age-group, so that no one out of 
inexperience is eager for actual war, a thing which many have 
experienced, nor considers it a good and safe thing. 
                                               
63 Kallet-Marx (1994), 233-5. 
64 Wasserman (1964), 289. 
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By noting that he has experienced war, Archidamos takes on the role of the “voice of 
experience”, which seems more an advisor role than that of persuader. That he goes on to 
state that his experience, and that of others of his age-group, causes him to consider war 
neither safe nor good strongly hints how Archidamos thinks the Spartans should vote, yet is 
not enough to alter the guise of his speech. Perikles is more forthright about his opinions, yet 
remains in the guise of advisor, as will be discussed below. 
Archidamos, however, goes on for a couple of chapters to compare Athenian and 
Spartan resources, and ask awkward questions, which seems to change the guise of his speech. 
The questions in particular would seem to be asked for the purposes of persuasion, rather than 
as points to consider from an advisor: after pointing out that not only is Athens wealthy, and 
possessing many resources, but also has allies besides who pay tribute, Archidamos goes on 
to ask “πῶς γπὴ ππὸς ςξαςξσς ῥᾳδίτς πΰλεμξν ἄπαροαι καὶ ςίνι πιρςεαρανςας 
ἀπαπαρκεαξσς ἐπειγοῆναι;” – “how is one easily to wage war against these and trusting in 
what should we rush into this unprepared?” Such questions in the context noted would seem 
to serve a persuasive role, as they strongly suggest that waging war at this time is a bad idea, 
thus tacitly encourage voting against war. The remainder of Archidamos‟ speech outlines 
what the king believes the Spartans should do, with arguments to pre-empt possible counter-
arguments. 
The debate at Sparta is closed by the speech of the Spartan Ephor, Sthenelaidas. In short 
order, Sthenelaidas points out that the Athenians did not deny they have wronged Greek 
communities, recapitulating the Corinthian point that Athens has wronged allies of the 
Peloponnesians and threatens the Peloponnese, before dismissing words as a solution to the 
problem and urging a vote for war. Absent is anything which would serve to frame the speech 
as an advisory one, as in the Athenian speeches – it is a brief persuasive speech.  
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A final comparison can be made with Brasidas. At 4.85-7, Brasidas, after marching to 
Acanthus, is permitted to speak to the citizens in their city, and attempts to persuade them to 
join the Spartan cause. In his speech, Brasidas uses a somewhat different guise to the other 
Spartans: he presents the arrival of himself and his army as being for the benefit of the 
Acanthians and others, but does not frame his speech as that of a friendly advisor. Initially, 
Brasidas, after describing the difficulties facing the Spartan cause should the Acanthians 
continue being unwelcoming, goes on to make pre-emptive arguments in favour of the 
Acanthians joining the Spartan cause, before finishing up with the threat of laying waste their 
land. Brasidas‟ speech does not exactly follow the pattern we have seen in rhetorical 
posturing amongst the other Spartans, yet cannot be said to follow that of the Athenians, 
either.  
It is evident, then, that the Spartans tend to be quite straight-forward in how they present 
their deliberative oratory. The anonymous Athenian speakers, as noted, tend to frame the 
actual purpose of their speech, persuasion, as wise advice, though there is some variation.  
 
2 B. Rhetorical Framework 
Having discussed how the various representatives of the poleis in question have framed 
their attempts at persuasion, we need to consider the ideological framework of the speeches. 
That is, we ought to consider whether there are patterns behind the actual arguments made by 
the various ambassadors which represent their poleis.  
As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, Luginbill argues that national 
characterisation in Thucydides centres around risk-taking and avoidance, with the Athenians 
generally being risk-takers, and the Spartans generally as avoiders of risk.
65
 While there are 
other features which serve to differentiate the poleis, as this thesis has sought to demonstrate, 
Luginbill‟s framework can also be found in the speeches. That is, through their speeches the 
                                               
65 Luginbill (1999), 15-17 and 87-96. 
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Athenians show a general tendency to boldness, and the Spartans to avoiding risk, slowness 
and caution. Consider first the Athenians. 
The first argument made by the Athenian ambassadors in the first speech, to the 
Spartans, concerns the Persian wars, and their role in it. They begin this argument with the 
following:  
φαμὲν γὰπ Μαπαοῶνί ςε μΰνξι ππξκινδσνεῦραι ςῷ βαπβάπῳ 
καὶ ὅςε ςὸ ὕρςεπξν ἦλοεν, ξὐγ ἱκανξὶ ὄνςες καςὰ γῆν 
ἀμανεροαι, ἐρβάνςες ἐς ςὰς ναῦς πανδημεὶ ἐν Σαλαμῖνι 
υσννασμαγῆραι, ὅπεπ ἔργε μὴ καςὰ πΰλεις αὐςὸν ἐπιπλέξνςα 
ςὴν Πελξπΰννηρξν πξποεῖν, ἀδσνάςτν ἂν ὄνςτν ππὸς ναῦς 
πξλλὰς ἀλλήλξις ἐπιβξηοεῖν. (1.73.4) 
 
For we say at Marathon alone we braved the first danger against the 
barbarian and then when he came later, it did not suffice to defend by 
land, having boarded the ships with the whole populace we fought in 
ships at Salamis, thus he was prevented from sailing against the 
Peloponnese and ravaging it city by city, you being unable to aid each 
other due to their many ships. 
 
The Athenians begin their discussion of their service during the Persian wars by stating that 
they were brave enough to attempt to defend themselves against the Persians at Marathon 
alone. Although we know they were assisted by a contingent from Plataia (Hdt. 6.108), the 
joint forces, of which the Athenians constituted the much greater part, were still out-
numbered. The defence was a bold move. The Athenian ambassadors quickly follow up the 
Marathon account with their unprecedented move of abandoning their land in the face of the 
subsequent invasion of Greece.  
The Athenians sum up this line of argument with the following: 
εἰ δὲ ππξρεγτπήραμεν ππΰςεπξν ςῷ Μήδῳ δείρανςες, ὥρπεπ 
καὶ ἄλλξι, πεπὶ ςῇ γβπᾳ, ἢ μὴ ἐςξλμήραμεν ὕρςεπξν ἐρβῆναι ἐς 
ςὰς ναῦς ὡς διεφοαπμένξι, ξὐδὲν ἂν ἔδει ἔςι ὑμᾶς μὴ ἔγξνςας 
ναῦς ἱκανὰς νασμαγεῖν, ἀλλὰ καο' ἡρσγίαν ἂν αὐςῷ 
ππξσγβπηρε ςὰ ππάγμαςα ᾗ ἐβξαλεςξ.  
 
But if, having been afraid for our land, we had joined ourselves before 
to the Mede, just as others did, or had we not been brave later to take 
to our ships, by being destroyed [already], then there would be no 
need still for you to fight at sea not having sufficient ships, but matters 
would have turned out for him, at his leisure, as he intended. 
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The key word is ἐςξλμήραμεν - we were bold. The Athenians make clear that they were bold, 
they took risks, and these actions, they conclude, made possible the rest of the defence of 
Greece. The significance of opening with this argument is not just to recall the past boldness 
of the Athenians, but also to imply that, if the Spartans were to go to war, they can expect to 
face such bold and innovative responses from the Athenians, as the ambassadors make clear 
at 1.73.3. 
Further, many scholars, as Hornblower notes, have found this speech to the Spartans 
very provocative, and in fact Hornblower goes on to describe it as a “tour de force”.66 Thus, 
the very act of making such a speech to the Spartans, particularly as the ambassadors had not 
been sent by the Athenian demos for the purposes of speaking, is itself a bold act. 
Another common approach to argumentation that can be seen in most Athenian 
speeches can be found in this first speech. Consider: 
ςὰ δὲ Μηδικὰ καὶ ὅρα αὐςξὶ υανιρςε, εἰ καὶ δι' ὄγλξσ μᾶλλξν 
ἔρςαι αἰεὶ ππξβαλλξμένξις, ἀνάγκη λέγειν· καὶ γὰπ ὅςε 
ἐδπῶμεν, ἐπ' ὠφελίᾳ ἐκινδσνεαεςξ, ἧς ςξῦ μὲν ἔπγξσ μέπξς 
μεςέργεςε, ςξῦ δὲ λΰγξσ μὴ πανςΰς, εἴ ςι ὠφελεῖ, ρςεπιρκβμεοα. 
(1.73.2.2-6) 
 
And the Persian affairs so much you yourselves well know, even 
though it will be disagreeable to us, by constantly being mentioned, is 
necessary to say; for at that time we acted, imperilled ourselves for 
some advantage, of which you partook of part of the deed, but we 
should not be deprived of all the renown, if there is some advantage  
in it. 
 
Here, the Athenians, while noting they need to discuss their actions during the Persian wars, 
state that they acted so for some advantage, or profit (ὠφελία), and do not wish to be 
deprived of such. The Athenians, it would seem, tend to think about matters concerning their 
polis in terms of what is advantageous. In this first speech, they mention advantage, or profit, 
two more times (1.75.3, and 1.76.2). It may seem obvious that one ought to consider matters 
                                               
66 Hornblower (1991), 117. 
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regarding the polis, yet, as will be demonstrated below, the Corinthians and Spartans do not 
tend to argue in terms of profit or advantage. 
Both of these argument types can be found in the Melian dialogue as well. Regarding 
boldness, consider, when the Melians suggest it is expedient to be lenient, as lenience will be 
the paradigm for dealing with Athens, should they lose the war, the Athenian respond: 
Ἡμεῖς δὲ ςῆς ἡμεςέπας ἀπγῆς, ἢν καὶ πασοῇ, ξὐκ ἀοσμξῦμεν 
ςὴν ςελεσςήν· ξὐ γὰπ ξἱ ἄπγξνςες ἄλλτν, ὥρπεπ καὶ 
Λακεδαιμΰνιξι, ξὗςξι δεινξὶ ςξῖς νικηοεῖριν (ἔρςι δὲ ξὐ ππὸς 
Λακεδαιμξνίξσς ἡμῖν ὁ ἀγβν), ἀλλ’ ἢν ξἱ ὑπήκξξί πξσ ςῶν 
ἀπυάνςτν αὐςξὶ ἐπιοέμενξι κπαςήρτριν. καὶ πεπὶ μὲν ςξαςξσ 
ἡμῖν ἀφείροτ κινδσνεαεροαι· (5.91.1.1-2.1) 
 
We are not worried about the end of our empire, if it should end; for 
the empires of others, such as the Lakedaimonians, are not terrible to 
the conquered (though this debate is not for us regarding the 
Lakedaimonians), but if the subjects themselves attacking should 
overcome their rulers. And regarding this, leave it to us to take the risk. 
 
Where the Athenians at Sparta implied to the Spartans that they were willing to take risks 
should war eventuate, discussed above, the Athenians at Melos state explicitly that they are 
content to take risks. Such an attitude is again reflected by the Athenians going to Melos with 
the explicit purpose of adding the Melians to their empire during the Peace of Nikias. 
As we can see risk-taking as an Athenian characteristic in both the Athenian 
anonymous speech to the Spartans, and in the Melian Dialogue, so we can see the 
consideration of advantage being another major motivator to action in both. Consider that, 
after being told the Athenians had both parties‟ interests in mind (5.91.2.5-6), the Melians ask 
how their enslavement can be in their own interest, to which the Athenians reply with the 
following: 
Ὅςι ὑμῖν μὲν ππὸ ςξῦ ςὰ δεινΰςαςα παοεῖν ὑπακξῦραι ἂν 
γένξιςξ, ἡμεῖς δὲ μὴ διαφοείπανςες ὑμᾶς κεπδαίνξιμεν ἄν. 
(5.93.1) 
 
Because you could submit before suffering the worst, and we would 
gain not having destroyed you. 
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The Athenian ambassadors state baldly they would gain (κεπδαίνξιμεν) with the Melians 
alive and under Athenian sway, while the Melians would get to stay alive. The terms are bleak, 
but again, what is advantageous plays a part in Athenian thinking in regards to themselves and 
others.  
The first speech of the Corinthians has puzzled various scholars over the years, partly 
because the Corinthians seem to spend a lot of time talking about irrelevant details, and partly 
because when the arguments they make in their attempt to persuade Athens not enter alliance 
with Corcyra are seemingly specious.
67
 Yet the arguments of the Corinthians can be 
understood in terms of traditional relations between poleis. Consider the following: 
καίςξι εἰ ἦραν ἄνδπες, ὥρπεπ φαρίν, ἀγαοξί, ὅρῳ ἀληπςΰςεπξι 
ἦραν ςξῖς πέλας, ςΰρῳ δὲ φανεπτςέπαν ἐυῆν αὐςξῖς ςὴν ἀπεςὴν 
διδξῦρι καὶ δεγξμένξις ςὰ δίκαια δεικναναι. (1.37.5) 
 
However, if they were good men, as they say, by so much as they 
were separate from their neighbours, by so much it was possible for 
them to show more clearly their by giving and receiving justice. 
 
There are three important points to be taken from this passage: first, a polis should not 
be trusted until it has proven it can be trusted; second, exchanges between poleis are used to 
prove or disprove the trustworthiness of each party; and third, such exchanges must be seen 
by the rest of the Greek world.
68
  
The inter-polis relationship espoused by the Corinthians above is, as noted, a traditional, 
or archaic view. The Corinthian ambassadors also, however, make another claim on the 
Athenians formed from this archaic ideology: 
  
                                               
67 Crane (1998), 93-5. 
68 Crane (1998), 115. 
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Δικαιβμαςα μὲν ξὖν ςάδε ππὸς ὑμᾶς ἔγξμεν ἱκανὰ καςὰ ςξὺς 
Ἑλλήντν νΰμξσς, παπαίνεριν δὲ καὶ ἀυίτριν γάπιςξς ςξιάνδε, 
ἣν ξὐκ ἐγοπξὶ ὄνςες ὥρςε βλάπςειν ξὐδ' αὖ φίλξι ὥρς' 
ἐπιγπῆροαι, ἀνςιδξοῆναι ἡμῖν ἐν ςῷ παπΰνςι φαμὲν γπῆναι. 
νεῶν γὰπ μακπῶν ρπανίρανςές πξςε ππὸς ςὸν Αἰγινηςῶν ὑπὲπ 
ςὰ Μηδικὰ πΰλεμξν παπὰ Κξπινοίτν εἴκξρι ναῦς ἐλάβεςε· καὶ 
ἡ εὐεπγερία αὕςη ςε καὶ ἡ ἐς Σαμίξσς, ςὸ δι' ἡμᾶς 
Πελξπξννηρίξσς αὐςξῖς μὴ βξηοῆραι, παπέργεν ὑμῖν 
Αἰγινηςῶν μὲν ἐπικπάςηριν, Σαμίτν δὲ κΰλαριν, καὶ ἐν καιπξῖς 
ςξιξαςξις ἐγένεςξ ξἷς μάλιρςα ἄνοπτπξι ἐπ' ἐγοπξὺς ςξὺς 
ρφεςέπξσς ἰΰνςες ςῶν ἁπάνςτν ἀπεπίξπςξί εἰρι παπὰ ςὸ νικᾶν· 
(1.41.1-2) 
 
So we provide to you these justifications, sufficient according to the 
customs of the Hellenes, and we have advice and a claim on your 
gratitude such as this, which, not being enemies to harm [you], nor, 
moreover, being close friends, we say, in the present circumstances, 
you ought to repay us. For, when you were lacking long ships for 
Aigina, before the Persian war, you took twenty ships from the 
Corinthians; and our good deed regarding the Samians (through us, 
the Peloponnesians did not aid them) granted you mastery of the 
Aiginetans, and the chastisement of the Samians, and this happened in 
such a time when men, going against their enemies, are very much 
unregarding of everything for the sake of victory;  
 
The key component of this statement of the Corinthians is that it is a claim based on charis. 
The Corinthians state two events in history when they have aided the Athenians, first the loan 
of ships to fight Aigina, and second, they prevented the Peloponnesians voting to aid the 
Samians in their revolt, and point they have already made at 1.40.5. The Corinthians claim 
that, as they have helped Athens in the past, so now Athens is required to repay Corinth, in 
this instance by not allying themselves with Corcyra. These two points, charis and traditional 
inter-polis relations, form the framework for the Corinthian speech. The Corinthians spend 
much of the first half of their speech attempting to show the Corcyraians are not trust-worthy, 
before moving on to claiming charis from the Athenians. Thus the first Corinthian speech can 
be seen to be a speech grounded in traditional values. These traditional values, it should be 
noted, partially explain the high proportion of δικ- words the Corinthians use, noted in Part 
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1B.
69
 As the Corcyraians are acting counter to traditional values, they are wrong-doers, and 
the Corinthians wish to encourage acting justly. 
The general argument of the second Corinthian speech differs from the first Corinthian 
speech, due to the change of context: the Corinthians are speaking to a different audience, to 
persuade the audience to undertake a different course of action, and with different facts to be 
considered. The result of these differences is that the Corinthians open their speech with 
something of a chastisement, only to become sterner: 
Τὸ πιρςὸν ὑμᾶς, ὦ Λακεδαιμΰνιξι, ςῆς καο' ὑμᾶς αὐςξὺς 
πξλιςείας καὶ ὁμιλίας ἀπιρςξςέπξσς ἐς ςξὺς ἄλλξσς ἤν ςι 
λέγτμεν καοίρςηριν· καὶ ἀπ' αὐςξῦ ρτφπξρανην μὲν ἔγεςε, 
ἀμαοίᾳ δὲ πλέξνι ππὸς ςὰ ἔυτ ππάγμαςα γπῆροε. (1.68.1) 
 
Lakedaimonians, the faith you have in your own constitution and way 
of life makes you more distrustful to others whenever we have 
something to say; from this you have prudence, but also you are more 
ignorant in regard to foreign affairs. 
 
Initially, the Corinthians attempt to minimise the negativity of their criticism of the Spartans‟ 
approach to the embassies of others: it is prudent, even while it results in greater ignorance. 
The Corinthians, however, shortly thereafter go on to state: 
καὶ ςῶνδε ὑμεῖς αἴςιξι, ςΰ ςε ππῶςξν ἐάρανςες αὐςξὺς ςὴν 
πΰλιν μεςὰ ςὰ Μηδικὰ κπαςῦναι καὶ ὕρςεπξν ςὰ μακπὰ ρςῆραι 
ςείγη, ἐς ςΰδε ςε αἰεὶ ἀπξρςεπξῦνςες ξὐ μΰνξν ςξὺς ὑπ' ἐκείντν 
δεδξσλτμένξσς ἐλεσοεπίας, ἀλλὰ καὶ ςξὺς ὑμεςέπξσς ἤδη 
υσμμάγξσς· (1.69.1.1-6) 
 
And you are culpable for these things, having first allowed them to 
strengthen their city after the Persian wars and later to raise the long 
walls, and to that extent, you are always robbing of freedom not only 
those enslaved by these ones, but also those already your allies; 
 
After stating their issues with the Athenians, the Corinthians go on to lay the blame for their 
troubles at the feet of the Spartans. 
The Corinthians, however, go on to say even more remarkable things, which form the 
majority of the speech, in fact, where they compare Sparta with Athens: 
                                               
69 See page 33. 
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ξἱ μέν γε νετςεπξπξιξὶ καὶ ἐπινξῆραι ὀυεῖς καὶ ἐπιςελέραι 
ἔπγῳ ἃ ἂν γνῶριν· ὑμεῖς δὲ ςὰ ὑπάπγξνςά ςε ρῴζειν καὶ 
ἐπιγνῶναι μηδὲν καὶ ἔπγῳ ξὐδὲ ςἀναγκαῖα ἐυικέροαι. αὖοις δὲ 
ξἱ μὲν καὶ παπὰ δαναμιν ςξλμηςαὶ καὶ παπὰ γνβμην 
κινδσνεσςαὶ καὶ ἐν ςξῖς δεινξῖς εὐέλπιδες· ςὸ δὲ ὑμέςεπξν ςῆς 
ςε δσνάμετς ἐνδεᾶ ππᾶυαι ςῆς ςε γνβμης μηδὲ ςξῖς βεβαίξις 
πιρςεῦραι ςῶν ςε δεινῶν μηδέπξςε ξἴεροαι ἀπξλσοήρεροαι. καὶ 
μὴν καὶ ἄξκνξι ππὸς ὑμᾶς μελληςὰς καὶ ἀπξδημηςαὶ ππὸς 
ἐνδημξςάςξσς· ξἴξνςαι γὰπ ξἱ μὲν ςῇ ἀπξσρίᾳ ἄν ςι κςᾶροαι, 
ὑμεῖς δὲ ςῷ ἐπελοεῖν καὶ ςὰ ἑςξῖμα ἂν βλάψαι. (1.70.2-4) 
 
They are revolutionary and they are quick to form plans and to 
accomplish in deed whatever they've decided; but you are wont to 
save your own things and to devise nothing [new] and in deed do not 
accomplish the necessary things. Again, they are brave beyond their 
strength and venturesome beyond their wisdom and hopeful in danger; 
but you act short of your real power, nor do you trust in your own 
steadfastness and being in danger you never believe you will be set 
free. And they are unhesitating where you are dilatory and they go 
abroad where you are the greatest stay-at-homes; for they think they 
shall add [to theirs] by being abroad, but you think you will harm what 
is to hand by going forth. 
 
In this excerpt, the Corinthians paint a picture of Sparta as a slow-moving and conservative 
polis, fearful of losing what it already has, and generally expecting the worst of the future, as 
opposed to swift-acting Athens with her optimism and ability to create novel approaches to 
problems. Where the argumentation of the first speech of the Corinthians seemed “old 
fashioned” with respect to Athens, archaic as Crane describes it, the argumentation of this 
speech would seem to situate the Corinthians more between the two extremes: old-fashioned 
Sparta, and novel Athens.  The Corinthians are in a position to understand and comment on 
both approaches. 
In fact, the Corinthians seem to claim this middle ground fairly explicitly: 
Καὶ ἅμα, εἴπεπ ςινὲς καὶ ἄλλξι, ἄυιξι νξμίζξμεν εἶναι ςξῖς 
πέλας ψΰγξν ἐπενεγκεῖν, ἄλλτς ςε καὶ μεγάλτν ςῶν 
διαφεπΰνςτν καοερςβςτν, πεπὶ ὧν ξὐκ αἰροάνεροαι ἡμῖν γε 
δξκεῖςε, ξὐδ' ἐκλξγίραροαι πβπξςε ππὸς ξἵξσς ὑμῖν Ἀοηναίξσς 
ὄνςας καὶ ὅρξν ὑμῶν καὶ ὡς πᾶν διαφέπξνςας ὁ ἀγὼν ἔρςαι. 
(1.70.1) 
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And also, even if there were some others, we consider ourselves to be 
worthy of laying blame upon our neighbours, especially when setting 
out the great differences [between you two], about which you seem to 
have no perception, nor ever yet have you calculated what sort of 
people the Athenians are, how much, in fact in everything, how 
different your opponent is to you. 
 
Not only do the Corinthians here claim the right, that is, that they are worthy of censuring the 
Spartans, but they suggest they deserve this particularly in the context of comparing Athens 
and Sparta. Further, they use the word ἄξιορ, worthy, equal, to express this idea: the 
Corinthians are equal to this task. This claim would seem to suggest a mindfulness on the 
Corinthians‟ part regarding their being situated between Athens and Sparta, and in light of the 
comparison they give, culturally as well as geographically. 
In the third Corinthian speech, we see a summary of the dangers facing the 
Peloponnesians and their allies, before going on to discuss their options in the proposed war. 
In their discussion of their forces and options, the Corinthians espouse a mixture of traditional 
values and novel values: 
μιᾷ ςε νίκῃ νασμαγίας καςὰ ςὸ εἰκὸς ἁλίρκξνςαι· εἰ δ' 
ἀνςίργξιεν, μελεςήρξμεν καὶ ἡμεῖς ἐν πλέξνι γπΰνῳ ςὰ νασςικά, 
καὶ ὅςαν ςὴν ἐπιρςήμην ἐς ςὸ ἴρξν καςαρςήρτμεν, ςῇ γε 
εὐψσγίᾳ δήπξσ πεπιερΰμεοα. ὃ γὰπ ἡμεῖς ἔγξμεν φαρει ἀγαοΰν, 
ἐκείνξις ξὐκ ἂν γένξιςξ διδαγῇ· ὃ δ' ἐκεῖνξι ἐπιρςήμῃ 
ππξαγξσρι, καοαιπεςὸν ἡμῖν ἐρςὶ μελέςῃ. γπήμαςα δὲ ὥρςε 
ἔγειν ἐς αὐςά, ξἴρξμεν· ἢ δεινὸν ἂν εἴη εἰ ξἱ μὲν ἐκείντν 
υαμμαγξι ἐπὶ δξσλείᾳ ςῇ αὑςῶν φέπξνςες ξὐκ ἀπεπξῦριν, ἡμεῖς 
δ' ἐπὶ ςῷ ςιμτπξαμενξι ςξὺς ἐγοπξὺς καὶ αὐςξὶ ἅμα ρῴζεροαι 
ξὐκ ἄπα δαπανήρξμεν καὶ ἐπὶ ςῷ μὴ ὑπ' ἐκείντν αὐςὰ 
ἀφαιπεοένςες αὐςξῖς ςξαςξις κακῶς πάργειν. ὑπάπγξσρι δὲ καὶ 
ἄλλαι ὁδξὶ ςξῦ πξλέμξσ ἡμῖν, υσμμάγτν ςε ἀπΰρςαρις, 
μάλιρςα παπαίπερις ξὖρα ςῶν ππξρΰδτν αἷς ἰργαξσρι, καὶ 
ἐπιςειγιρμὸς ςῇ γβπᾳ, ἄλλα ςε ὅρα ξὐκ ἄν ςις νῦν ππξγδξι. 
ἥκιρςα γὰπ πΰλεμξς ἐπὶ ῥηςξῖς γτπεῖ, αὐςὸς δὲ ἀφ' αὑςξῦ ςὰ 
πξλλὰ ςεγνᾶςαι ππὸς ςὸ παπαςσγγάνξν· ἐν ᾧ ὁ μὲν εὐξπγήςτς 
αὐςῷ ππξρξμιλήρας βεβαιΰςεπξς, ὁ δ' ὀπγιροεὶς πεπὶ αὐςὸν 
ξὐκ ἐλάρρτ πςαίει. (1.121.4-122.1) 
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Chances are, they will be overcome in a single naval engagement; but 
if they should hold against us, we shall practice naval warfare in more 
time until we bring our experience to an equal level [with theirs], and 
perhaps be superior by our good courage. For what good we have by 
nature, they cannot have by learning; but what they hold over us by 
experience, it is able to be achieved  by us by practice. We shall bring 
the money that is necessary for these things; it would be terrible if 
their allies did not cease bearing [the cost] for their own slavery, but 
we, being vengeful towards the enemy would not spend to save 
ourselves and by this, the money would not be diminished by them, so 
that we suffer badly by them with it. There are other ways of 
undertaking the war for us, causing the revolt of allies, which would 
very much strip them of the income by which they are strong, and we 
could build a fort on their land, and other such things that one cannot 
currently foresee. For war progresses by stated conditions the least, 
but it contrives many things from itself to meet the circumstances; in 
that he is more secure who engages in it [war] good-temperedly, but 
he falls who grows not the least angry about it. 
 
The Corinthians espouse values in the favour of their alliance, which are also mentioned by 
Sthenelaidas: the good nature of the men of Peloponnesian alliance. They also note, though, 
that where Athens has wealth from her subject states, the Peloponnesian alliance can access 
resources from Delphi and Olympia. Such thinking appears again in Perikles‟ speech, 
seemingly in response to this point by the Corinthians, yet according to Parker, Perikles‟ word 
choice contains an implication that such actions are impious.
70
 It is also interesting that it is 
the Corinthians who suggest sourcing money as necessary to successfully prosecute the war, 
whereas this idea does not occur to the Spartans – Archidamos at 1.80.3 notes only that 
Athens is wealthy, not that Sparta and her allies would need wealth. Sthenelaidas contrasts 
others‟ resources with Sparta‟s good allies, clearly implying the latter is equal to the former 
(1.86.2). Brunt suggests this idea occurs to the Corinthians due to their greater exposure to the 
sophistic enlightenment, due to their maritime trade.
71
 So, as the Corinthians argued from a 
position between the two extremes of Sparta and Athens in their second speech, in this, their 
third speech, the Corinthians argue from a position between the two extremes in regards to the 
coming war: espousing traditional values, like those seen in the speeches of Archidamos and 
                                               
70 Parker (1983), 173-4. 
71 Brunt (1965), 261. 
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Sthenelaidas, and offering novel suggestions for war, more similar to Athenian ideas. Note, 
though, that in neither this speech, nor the other two speeches, do the Corinthians argue in 
terms of what is to their advantage, unlike the Athenians. In regards to the war, they make no 
claim regarding advantage, but rather in terms of the danger presented by the Athenians. 
Having discussed the Corinthians, let us turn now to the Spartans. In their second 
speech, discussed above, the Corinthians described a view of Sparta as very conservative. 
That is, given to caution and keeping to tradition. This view of the Corinthians (and Luginbill, 
discussed above) can be found in the arguments of the Spartan ambassadors, as it happens. 
Although their arguments may be considered apposite in the wider context of the outcome of 
the war, they are also conservative arguments. Consider first the following statement by the 
Spartans: 
Ὑμῖν γὰπ εὐςσγίαν ςὴν παπξῦραν ἔυερςι καλῶς οέροαι, ἔγξσρι 
μὲν ὧν κπαςεῖςε, ππξρλαβξῦρι δὲ ςιμὴν καὶ δΰυαν, καὶ μὴ 
παοεῖν ὅπεπ ξἱ ἀήοτς ςι ἀγαοὸν λαμβάνξνςες ςῶν ἀνοπβπτν· 
αἰεὶ γὰπ ςξῦ πλέξνξς ἐλπίδι ὀπέγξνςαι διὰ ςὸ καὶ ςὰ παπΰνςα 
ἀδξκήςτς εὐςσγῆραι. (4.17.4) 
 
For it is possible for you to make good use of your present good 
fortune, by keeping that which you rule, and by receiving honour and 
reputation, and not to suffer as those who receive some unexpected 
good fortune; for always they reach out, through the present 
unexpected good fortune, in the hope of more. 
 
Here the Spartans state what they think is the best way to capitalise on the Athenians‟ current 
position, in essence to stop adding to their empire. This argument is somewhat reminiscent of 
Perikles‟ advice in his first speech at 1.144.1. However the differences between the speakers, 
Perikles and the Spartan ambassadors, serve to highlight the conservativeness of the Spartan 
argument. Compare the above with Perikles‟ argument: 
Πξλλὰ δὲ καὶ ἄλλα ἔγτ ἐς ἐλπίδα ςξῦ πεπιέρεροαι, ἢν ἐοέληςε 
ἀπγήν ςε μὴ ἐπικςᾶροαι ἅμα πξλεμξῦνςες καὶ κινδανξσς 
αὐοαιπέςξσς μὴ ππξρςίοεροαι· (1.144.1) 
 
And I have many other reasons to hope we will survive [the war], if 
you are willing not to add to the empire while we are fighting and not 
to add self-incurred risks; 
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The first key difference between the two statements is that the Spartans do not put any limits 
on the cessation of empire building, and in fact suggest it only in a round-about way, speaking 
of “keeping what you have”, and then moving into a gnomic statement to convey the idea of 
no further growth  by stating the Athenians would avoid the harm that affects people who 
“always reach out (ὀπέγξνςαι) in hope of more”. Perikles, on the other hand, talks of not 
adding (ἐπικςᾶροαι) to the empire “ἅμα πξλεμξῦνςες” – while we are fighting. Perikles 
suggests a pause while dealing with the war. Second, the choice of vocabulary is telling. The 
word “ἐπικςᾶροαι” for adding to the empire implies the view that any attempt to acquire new 
subject states will be successful.
72
 The Spartans, however, speak only of reaching out, 
ὀπέγεροαι, in a context where this action, they claim, leads to disaster. Such a contrast fits 
the pattern described by the Corinthians in their second speech, particularly at 1.70.4, 
discussed above. 
The Spartans, then, provide a rather conservative argument early in their speech, and 
this conservatism proves to be the over-arching framework for their speech. This approach to 
argumentation, as noted, was described by the Corinthians, who also point to a pessimistic 
view of the future on the Spartans‟ part. We can see this mixture of conservatism and 
pessimism in the following as well: 
ρτφπΰντν δὲ ἀνδπῶν ξἵςινες ςἀγαοὰ ἐς ἀμφίβξλξν ἀρφαλῶς 
ἔοενςξ (καὶ ςαῖς υσμφξπαῖς ξἱ αὐςξὶ εὐυσνεςβςεπξν ἂν 
ππξρφέπξινςξ), ςΰν ςε πΰλεμξν νξμίρτρι μὴ καο' ὅρξν ἄν ςις 
αὐςξῦ μέπξς βξαληςαι μεςαγειπίζειν, ςξαςῳ υσνεῖναι, ἀλλ' ὡς 
ἂν αἱ ςαγαι αὐςῶν ἡγήρτνςαι· καὶ ἐλάγιρς' ἂν ξἱ ςξιξῦςξι 
πςαίξνςες διὰ ςὸ μὴ ςῷ ὀποξσμένῳ αὐςξῦ πιρςεαξνςες 
ἐπαίπεροαι ἐν ςῷ εὐςσγεῖν ἂν μάλιρςα καςαλαξινςξ. (4.18.4)  
 
  
                                               
72 That Perikles uses the present infinitve for this verb may lend it a conative sense, weakening the implication 
somewhat. Yet the difference in verb choice is still telling.  
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Wise men place into safety their good things against the uncertain 
future (and the same ones would apply themselves more intelligently 
to the circumstances), and they know with respect to war, that they 
engage with this not to the extent one may wish to practice a part of it, 
but as their fortunes lead; and such ones, erring the least through not 
being excited trusting their success to increase, eagerly come to terms 
during their good fortune. 
 
Speaking again in a general sense, the Spartans begin by stating that the wise protect their 
good things against uncertainty, which Gomme and Hornblower argue refers to the future.
73
 
From this opening, they go on to state that such men also realise the fortunes of war are 
capricious, and do not follow the preferences of those engaged in it. From these points the 
Spartans conclude that wise men, therefore, come to terms when matters are going well for 
them. Such a line of argument, particularly if we accept Hornblower‟s point, fits the “Spartan 
pattern” neatly: the Spartans argue from the point of view of concern for their current position, 
and pessimism regarding the future.  
The Spartans‟ pessimism can also be seen at 4.17.5, 4.18.3, and is summed up again in 
their closing statements, particularly at 4.20.1: 
Ἡμῖν δὲ καλῶς, εἴπεπ πξςέ, ἔγει ἀμφξςέπξις ἡ υσναλλαγή, 
ππίν ςι ἀνήκερςξν διὰ μέρξσ γενΰμενξν ἡμᾶς καςαλαβεῖν, ἐν ᾧ 
ἀνάγκη ἀίδιξν ὑμῖν ἔγοπαν ππὸς ςῇ κξινῇ καὶ ἰδίαν ἔγειν, ὑμᾶς 
δὲ ρςεπηοῆναι ὧν νῦν ππξκαλξαμεοα.  
 
This is the best time of all, if ever, for us both to make peace, before 
some irreparable intervening event befall us, in which [we are] 
compelled to have eternal hatred for you, both in public business and 
personally, and you be robbed of that which we now propose. 
 
The Spartans urge the Athenians to come to terms before some event happens forcing the 
Spartans to hate the Athenians forever. Although the statement is designed to motivate the 
Athenians, it is still couched in a pessimistic ideology, particularly when closing a speech 
with many other instances of such a negative expression. 
                                               
73 Gomme (1956), 455; Hornblower (1996), 174. 
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As in previous sections, the patterns demonstrated above need to be verified in the 
named speeches, of which only Athens and Sparta provide examples. Let us begin again with 
the Athenians. 
As we saw above, the first Athenian anonymous speech and the Melian dialogue shared 
two points in common: they highlighted the risk-taking tendency of the Athenians, as well as 
their tendency to consider matters in terms of profit. We can see this pattern through most of 
the Athenian speakers, as well. Consider Perikles‟ first speech in light of its ideology. Perikles‟ 
speech, in response to the Spartan ultimatum, is concerned with encouraging the Athenian 
polis to risk war. While he does spend a considerable portion of his speech contrasting the 
resources and governance of Athens and Sparta, arguing that the risk is not so great, his 
opening does contain the following:  
ἐνδέγεςαι γὰπ ςὰς υσμφξπὰς ςῶν ππαγμάςτν ξὐγ ἧρρξν 
ἀμαοῶς γτπῆραι ἢ καὶ ςὰς διανξίας ςξῦ ἀνοπβπξσ· δι’ ὅπεπ 
καὶ ςὴν ςαγην, ὅρα ἂν παπὰ λΰγξν υσμβῇ, εἰβοαμεν αἰςιᾶροαι. 
(1.140.1.10-11) 
 
For it happens that the circumstances of affairs advance no less 
stupidly than the thinking of man; on account of which we are 
accustomed to blaming fortune, whatever happens contrary to our 
calculation. 
 
Perikles shortly follows this warning up with the charge to make their minds, and on this 
matter, he states they should decide for war (1.141.1). Perikles, then, was certainly open to 
risk-taking, and as the Athenians voted his advice best (1.145.1), as a polis they seem to also. 
Further, in arguing why the Athenians go to war, Perikles makes the following claim: 
ξἷς εἰ υσγγτπήρεςε, καὶ ἄλλξ ςι μεῖζξν εὐοὺς ἐπιςαγοήρεροε ὡς 
φΰβῳ καὶ ςξῦςξ ὑπακξαρανςες· (1.140.5.3-4) 
 
If you concede this [repealing the Megarian decree], suspecting that 
this was for fear, you will immediately be to do another greater thing; 
 
Perikles argues the Spartans will assume the Athenians gave in on the Megarian matter for 
fear, and thus will continue making greater demands of the Athenians. Essentially, Perikles is 
arguing that there is no advantage to the Athenians conceding on Megara. As in the other 
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Athenian speeches discussed, we can see considerations of profit or advantage in Athenian 
reasoning. 
Perikles, in his second deliberative speech, responding to the anger of the Athenian 
polis, voices similar ideas again: 
Καὶ γὰπ ξἷς μὲν αἵπερις γεγένηςαι ςἆλλα εὐςσγξῦρι, πξλλὴ 
ἄνξια πξλεμῆραι· εἰ δ’ ἀναγκαῖξν ἦν ἢ εἴυανςας εὐοὺς ςξῖς 
πέλας ὑπακξῦραι ἢ κινδσνεαρανςας πεπιγενέροαι, ὁ φσγὼν ςὸν 
κίνδσνξν ςξῦ ὑπξρςάνςξς μεμπςΰςεπξς. (2.61.1) 
 
For [if] there is a choice for which [peace or war] and they are 
successful in other matters, it is a great folly to go to war; but if [the 
choice] is necessarily either likely immediate subjection to one‟s 
neighbours or to overcome, incurring dangers, he fleeing the danger is 
more contemptible than he who stands up to it. 
 
Perikles again enjoins the Athenians to the war, saying it is more contemptible to flee the 
danger than to fight. Further, he goes on to state that those citizens who would act timidly in 
giving up the empire have no place in the Athenian state (2.63.3). Clearly, Perikles is open to 
risk-taking. 
Also, Perikles argues based on what is of advantage: 
ἐγὼ γὰπ ἡγξῦμαι πΰλιν πλείτ υαμπαραν ὀποξσμένην ὠφελεῖν 
ςξὺς ἰδιβςας ἢ καο’ ἕκαρςξν ςῶν πξλιςῶν εὐππαγξῦραν, 
ἁοπΰαν δὲ ρφαλλξμένην. (2.60.2) 
 
For I think a city altogether succeeding helps the private citizen more 
than each of the citizens faring well, but as a whole failing. 
 
Perikles offers his opinion regarding a prosperous city versus prosperous private citizens, 
which opinion centres on the idea of what is more beneficial to the citizens. In the broader 
context of the speech, Perikles means what is of greater benefit to all is sticking to his plan, 
and thus continue risking the outcome of the war, tying the two points together. 
In the debate over the Mytilenaians, however, we see a different stance towards risk 
from both speakers, Kleon and Diodotus. Both make arguments regarding whether or not to 
slay the Mytilenaians based around an avoidance of risk. Consider Kleon‟s case:  
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ςῶν ςε υσμμάγτν ρκέψαροε εἰ ςξῖς ςε ἀναγκαροεῖριν ὑπὸ ςῶν 
πξλεμίτν καὶ ςξῖς ἑκξῦριν ἀπξρςᾶρι ςὰς αὐςὰς ζημίας 
ππξροήρεςε, ςίνα ξἴεροε ὅνςινα ξὐ βπαγείᾳ ππξφάρει 
ἀπξρςήρεροαι, ὅςαν ἢ καςξποβρανςι ἐλεσοέπτρις ᾖ ἢ ρφαλένςι 
μηδὲν παοεῖν ἀνήκερςξν; ἡμῖν δὲ ππὸς ἑκάρςην πΰλιν 
ἀπξκεκινδσνεαρεςαι ςά ςε γπήμαςα καὶ αἱ ψσγαί, καὶ ςσγΰνςες 
μὲν πΰλιν ἐφοαπμένην παπαλαβΰνςες ςῆς ἔπειςα ππξρΰδξσ, δι’ 
ἣν ἰργαξμεν, ςὸ λξιπὸν ρςεπήρεροε, ρφαλένςες δὲ πξλεμίξσς 
ππὸς ςξῖς ὑπάπγξσριν ἕυξμεν, καὶ ὃν γπΰνξν ςξῖς νῦν 
καοερςηκΰρι δεῖ ἐγοπξῖς ἀνοίρςαροαι, ςξῖς ξἰκείξις υσμμάγξις 
πξλεμήρξμεν. (3.39.7-8) 
 
And consider the allies, if you apply the same penalty to [secessions] 
compelled by the enemy and to deliberate revolts, do you think 
anyone would not revolt with little pretext, since there is either 
freedom for those who succeed, or for those who fail, they will suffer 
nothing incurable? There will great risk of resources and lives for us 
against each city, and succeeding, we would capture a ruined city, but 
henceforward, we would lose the future revenue through which we are 
strong, and failing, we will have more enemies in addition to those 
with which we began, and the whole time it is necessary to fight our 
established enemies, we would have to fight our own allies. 
 
Here, Kleon argues that it is unfair not to differentiate punishments between groups, though 
the two groups are those who are forced to secede from the empire by Athens‟ enemies, and 
those who deliberately revolt. Kleon goes on to argue that if the Athenians do not punish all 
citizens of a revolting city, Athens runs the risk of having to subdue every other subject state, 
wasting both lives and financial resources. Thus, Kleon argues that Athens should not risk 
such an outcome, by not slaughtering the Mytilenaians. 
Diodotus makes use of a similar line of argument to Kleon, though to support the 
contrary position. Consider the following: 
νῦν μὲν γὰπ ὑμῖν ὁ δῆμξς ἐν πάραις ςαῖς πΰλεριν εὔνξσς ἐρςί, 
καὶ ἢ ξὐ υσναφίρςαςαι ςξῖς ὀλίγξις ἤ, ἐὰν βιαροῇ, ὑπάπγει 
ςξῖς ἀπξρςήραρι πξλέμιξς εὐοας, καὶ ςῆς ἀνςικαοιρςαμένης 
πΰλετς ςὸ πλῆοξς υαμμαγξν ἔγξνςες ἐς πΰλεμξν ἐπέπγεροε. εἰ 
δὲ διαφοεπεῖςε ςὸν δῆμξν ςὸν Μσςιληναίτν, ὃς ξὔςε μεςέργε 
ςῆς ἀπξρςάρετς, ἐπειδή ςε ὅπλτν ἐκπάςηρεν, ἑκὼν παπέδτκε 
ςὴν πΰλιν, ππῶςξν μὲν ἀδικήρεςε ςξὺς εὐεπγέςας κςείνξνςες, 
ἔπειςα καςαρςήρεςε ςξῖς δσναςξῖς ςῶν ἀνοπβπτν ὃ βξαλξνςαι 
μάλιρςα· ἀφιρςάνςες γὰπ ςὰς πΰλεις ςὸν δῆμξν εὐοὺς 
υαμμαγξν ἕυξσρι, ππξδειυάνςτν ὑμῶν ςὴν αὐςὴν ζημίαν ςξῖς 
ςε ἀδικξῦριν ὁμξίτς κεῖροαι καὶ ςξῖς μή. (3.47.2-3) 
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For currently the demos in all the cities is well disposed to you, and 
either do not join in revolt with the oligarchs or, even if they are 
forced, opposition to the revolutionaries begins immediately, and 
[when] you move against a rebellious city in war, you have the 
majority as allies. But if you destroy the people of Mytilene, who did 
not take part in the revolt, and who, when they had power of arms, 
willingly handed over the city, first  you will be unjust killing your 
benefactors, then you will place the rulers of the people in the position 
which they very much want; since you have demonstrated that the 
same penalty is laid down for the guilty and innocent alike. 
 
Diodotus suggests, unlike Kleon (3.37.2), that the common people of the empire view Athens 
favourably, and goes on to suggest they would be allies of Athens, as in the case of Mytilene, 
should the oligarchs revolt. From this start, Diodotus‟ argument follows the same pattern as 
Kleon‟s: that it is unfair to apply the same penalty to two different groups, and would result in 
greater risk to Athens. Where Diodotus differs, though, is in the constituents of the two 
groups. Where Kleon differentiated between those forced out of the empire and those who 
deliberately revolted, Diodotus differentiates between the oligarchs who revolt, and the 
common people who do not wish to revolt. Diodotus argues that the indiscriminate slaughter 
of the Mytilenaians will not just mean future revolts will be harder fought, because the latter 
group will necessarily join the former because their lives depend on winning, but also, the 
oligarchs‟ position is made easier, once they have begun the revolt, because they know they 
will be joined by the rest of their polis. Diodotus suggests vigilance rather than slaughter 
(3.46.6). One last point to note regarding both Kleon and Diodotus is that they both frame 
their arguments for avoiding risk over Mytilene in terms of advantage, Kleon at 3.38, and 
Diodotus at 3.44. 
As with Kleon and Diodotus, above, Nikias also counsels the Athenians to avoid risk. 
that is the Sicilian expedition:  
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‘Ζημὶ γὰπ ὑμᾶς πξλεμίξσς πξλλξὺς ἐνοάδε ὑπξλιπΰνςας καὶ 
ἑςέπξσς ἐπιοσμεῖν ἐκεῖρε πλεαρανςας δεῦπξ ἐπαγαγέροαι. καὶ 
ξἴεροε ἴρτς ςὰς γενξμένας ὑμῖν ρπξνδὰς ἔγειν ςι βέβαιξν, αἳ 
ἡρσγαζΰνςτν μὲν ὑμῶν ὀνΰμαςι ρπξνδαὶ ἔρξνςαι (ξὕςτ γὰπ 
ἐνοένδε ςε ἄνδπες ἔππαυαν αὐςὰ καὶ ἐκ ςῶν ἐνανςίτν), 
ρφαλένςτν δέ πξσ ἀυιΰγπεῳ δσνάμει ςαγεῖαν ςὴν ἐπιγείπηριν 
ἡμῖν ξἱ ἐγοπξὶ πξιήρξνςαι, ξἷς ππῶςξν μὲν διὰ υσμφξπῶν ἡ 
υαμβαρις καὶ ἐκ ςξῦ αἰργίξνξς ἢ ἡμῖν κας’ ἀνάγκην ἐγένεςξ, 
ἔπειςα ἐν αὐςῇ ςααςῃ πξλλὰ ςὰ ἀμφιρβηςξαμενα ἔγξμεν.  
(6.10-11) 
 
For I say, leaving behind, here, many enemies, you want to bring more 
here, sailing there [to Sicily]. Perhaps you think the existing treaty 
provides some security for you, [even] with you at rest, it is a treaty in 
name only (for thus both men here and from our opponents treat it), 
but should we stumble, our enemy will swiftly make an invasion with 
a substantial force, the agreement was made by necessity through 
misfortunes, and more shameful for them than for us, and then we 
have many disagreements in this [treaty still]. 
 
By suggesting that the Athenians think the treaty provides them with safety, or security, 
Nikias neatly implies that the Athenians‟ proposed course of action is unsafe. This lack of 
safety is built upon by the discussion of leaving behind current enemies to add new, and the 
fact that people on both sides are acting as though there were no treaty. Further, Nikias points 
out that any failure in Sicily will be swiftly capitalised on by Athens‟ current opponents. All 
in all, Nikias argues the Sicilian expedition is a risky venture, which, given the framing noted 
above, and Nikias‟ opening to the speech, suggests the Athenians should vote against the 
venture. Nikias closes this speech by pointing out the president of the council could have the 
Sicilian expedition brought to a second vote, and that this would be the honourable move, as it 
benefits the fatherland (6.14). Thus, as with Kleon and Diodotus, Nikias ties what is 
advantageous into avoidance of risk. 
To finish with the Athenians, I wish to touch briefly on Alkibiades. Alkibiades is the 
other speaker whose speech is recorded in regards to the Sicilian expedition. While he down-
plays the risks involved in the expedition (6.17), he nevertheless goes on to suggest there is no 
plausible reason for not undertaking the risk (6.18.1). Alkibiades wins the debate, and thus, 
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not only does he argue for risk-taking, but the whole situation underscores the Athenian risk-
taking tendency. 
While the Athenians are generally more open to risk-taking, as we have seen, the 
Spartans, on the other hand, are generally disinclined. We saw their conservative stance 
regarding the future in the anonymous speech, discussed above. Consider Archidamos‟ first 
speech. After explaining he has much experience of war, he moves into discussing what the 
war would be like: 
ςάγ’ ἄν ςις οαπρξίη ὅςι ςξῖς ὅπλξις αὐςῶν καὶ ςῷ πλήοει 
ὑπεπφέπξμεν, ὥρςε ςὴν γῆν δῃξῦν ἐπιφξιςῶνςες. ςξῖς δὲ ἄλλη 
γῆ ἐρςὶ πξλλὴ ἧς ἄπγξσρι, καὶ ἐκ οαλάρρης ὧν δέξνςαι 
ἐπάυξνςαι. εἰ δ’ αὖ ςξὺς υσμμάγξσς ἀφιρςάναι πειπαρΰμεοα, 
δεήρει καὶ ςξαςξις νασρὶ βξηοεῖν ςὸ πλέξν ξὖρι νηριβςαις. ςίς 
ξὖν ἔρςαι ἡμῶν ὁ πΰλεμξς; εἰ μὴ γὰπ ἢ νασρὶ κπαςήρξμεν ἢ ςὰς 
ππξρΰδξσς ἀφαιπήρξμεν ἀφ’ ὧν ςὸ νασςικὸν ςπέφξσρι, 
βλαψΰμεοα ςὰ πλείτ. κἀν ςξαςῳ ξὐδὲ καςαλαεροαι ἔςι καλΰν, 
ἄλλτς ςε καὶ εἰ δΰυξμεν ἄπυαι μᾶλλξν ςῆς διαφξπᾶς. (1.81.1-5) 
 
Perhaps someone may be encouraged that we have a great deal more 
hoplites than them. But there is much other land over which they rule, 
and they bring in from the sea which things they need. But if we 
encouraged the allies to revolt, there will be need of ships to help them, 
as the majority of them are islanders. So what will this war of ours be? 
For if we cannot defeat them with ships, or reduce their revenue, from 
which they furnish the fleet, we shall be harmed even more. Nor could 
we stop this well, especially if we are seen to have begun the dispute. 
 
Unlike the Corinthians, who express far more optimism for the outcome, should Sparta vote 
for war now, Archidamos expresses more pessimism for undertaking war at this stage. Further, 
Archidamos goes on to express very traditional virtues in chapter 84: he argues for taking 
matters slowly, and making much preparation, next he goes on to point out such delay comes 
from Spartan discipline, and distrust of cleverness and rhetoric, while also noting Spartan 
bravery (1.84).  
While Archidamos makes a long speech for a Spartan, he nevertheless espouses 
traditional Spartan ideology. Sthenelaidas gives a very laconic speech that may seem non-
Spartan because of his arguing for war. Yet his opening also implies a distrust of rhetoric 
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which Archidamos explicitly states: Sthenelaidas complains he does not understand the many 
words of the Athenians, yet goes on to say that all the Athenians did was praise themselves, 
and not defend the charges, showing he understood enough (1.86.1). His complaint, in the 
light of his understanding, suggests distrust, or dislike of rhetoric. Further, while he argues for 
war, he does not actually make any optimistic claims, with the possible exception that he may 
claim Sparta‟s allies are an equivalent boon to Athens‟ wealth, ships and horses (1.86.3), 
though this could be read rather as a traditional topos. 
The last Spartan to consider here is Brasidas. Thucydides notes, parenthetically, before 
reporting the speech of Brasidas to the Acanthians, that he was not a bad speaker for a Spartan 
(4.84.2). We may be tempted to read Thucydides‟ statement as meaning that Brasidas sounds 
more Athenian. Hornblower notes that Brasidas‟ speech seems to have the effect of 
individualising him, as we have seen with Athenian speakers, discussed in the introduction.
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Brasidas‟ speeches, however, tend to fit the Spartan structural pattern, discussed in Part 1. 
Brasidas does in this speech discuss risk-taking: he notes in passing to the Acanthians the risk 
that has been taken in marching his army to them (4.85.4). Beyond this mention of risk, 
however, much of the remainder of Brasidas‟ speech is concerned with convincing the 
Acanthians he came to give them autonomy, and persuading them to allow him to do so (4.86-
7). The claim to return autonomy is a typical sentiment espoused by the Spartans (it was the 
basis of their final ultimatum to the Athenians [1.139.3]), thus Brasidas‟ speech is more 
representative of Spartan discourse. 
 
Conclusion 
From the above, we can see that in most instances, the Athenians present themselves as 
advisors, and their speeches as advice to be considered by their audience who then may make 
a well-informed decision. Where this does not happen, an Athenian speaker takes on another 
                                               
74 Hornblower (1996), 276-7. 
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rhetorical posture, such as that of the teacher teaching the polis a lesson. Such rhetorical 
posturing we can understand as an artefact of the Athenian democracy. The speakers 
recognise in their speeches that the Athenian demos will be making the decision, and this 
pattern is transferred to their embassies. The Corinthians, on the other hand either clearly state 
their speech is intended to persuade their audience to a course of action, as do the Spartan 
speakers, or they do not mention a speech‟s purpose, and simply attempt to persuade. This 
pattern may reflect a distrust of rhetoric, on the part of the Spartans, or differences in 
governance in both cases. 
In terms of patterns of argumentation, the Athenian speakers have a general trend of 
arguing in terms of openness to risk-taking, and advantage. Although three Athenian speakers 
argue against risk-taking, we can reconcile their speeches with the others in terms of 
appropriate risk-taking. In Perikles‟ first speech he argues Athens should risk going to war, 
while also noting that to give in to Spartan demands has no advantage: having conceded on 
one point, they will only come back with another, greater demand. Thus, going to war is the 
appropriate risk. Kleon and Diodotus‟ debate over Mytilene can be considered a debate over 
what is the most advantageous, and thus appropriate, risk to take. Nikias‟ speech is harder to 
reconcile with this pattern. Perhaps, however, given the Athenians are still involved in the one 
risky enterprise, the war they began under Perikles, risking the expedition to Sicily is not 
appropriate, though Alkibiades, and ultimately the Athenian demos disagreed. Even if we 
exclude Nikias‟ speech, however, the general pattern stands. 
Spartan speakers, on the other hand, tend to express a disinclination to risk while also 
espousing traditional Doric values, such as discipline, distrust of rhetoric and other things. 
Corinthians tend to argue in ways which highlight their position between Athens and Sparta, 
as we saw in Part 1. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis began with the anonymous Spartan ambassadors‟ highly programmatic 
statement regarding the unusual character of their speech to the Athenians. Indeed, we saw in 
their speech high frequency of subordination, and to higher levels, as well as an unexpected 
use of word types that were only becoming popular towards the end of the fifth century. As 
we also saw, however, the use of subordination, when compared to examples from speakers 
of the other poleis, resulted in more straightforward sentences, while also being shorter than 
utterances from Athenians and Corinthians. All of which fits our expectations of Spartan 
discourse: shorter and generally simpler utterances. Yet the Spartans saw fit to note that their 
speech was unusual, calling to mind Spartan discourse norms; even as they claim to break 
them, however, they still meet such expectations, relative to the other speakers. The 
vocabulary, on the other hand, remains somewhat unusual in the speech, due to the higher 
proportionate usage of –sis nouns and neuter abstractions. Yet, when considered in 
comparison with the other Spartan speeches, a pattern of gradual adoption of such terms over 
several years is revealed, which may be expected from a conservative polis. Further, in 
finding this pattern in the Spartan anonymous speech, we can see, through comparison, a 
freeness with words in the speeches of both Athenian and Corinthian ambassadors. This 
freeness is expressed in the lengthier speeches, comprised of sentences which tend to be 
structurally simpler than those of the anonymous Spartans, but make a greater demand on 
audiences in terms of comprehension. 
This finding of overall “Spartan-ness” in the anonymous Spartan speech supports David 
Francis‟ impression of the Spartan speech. In his investigation of all the Spartan speeches in 
Thucydides, he considered the anonymous Spartan speech briefly, noting the high level of 
subordination, but argued that overall it was representative of Spartan discourse. Part 1 of this 
thesis supports that stance with a fuller argument. Further, the nature of the Spartans‟ use of 
subordination is distinctly different to that of Nikias, the Athenian speaker who also uses a 
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high proportion of subordination. Nikias‟ subordination consists of many concessive clauses 
and reversals, which serve to complicate the transmission of his ideas. As Daniel Tompkins 
points out, the overall effect of Nikias‟ speech is to create a sense of hesitancy which reflects 
Nikias‟ character as seen through Thucydides narrative. The anonymous Spartans, however, 
use subordination to make brief points in logical order without the excessive qualifying found 
in Nikias‟ speeches. Thus, the fact that the anonymous Spartan speech uses a high proportion 
of subordination does not weaken Tompkins‟ case regarding Nikias speeches, but serves to 
reinforce it. 
The Athenians‟ freeness with words is also reflected in the more sophisticated way in 
which they frame their speeches. The speeches are meant to persuade the Athenian demos (or 
other poleis) to undertake a certain course of action. Yet despite this intent, Athenian speakers 
generally present themselves as wise advisors, claiming to wish only that their audience be 
well advised before making their decision. Neither Corinthians nor Spartans adopt such a 
rhetorical posture for their speeches, and we may understand this guise of the Athenians in 
light of their democracy, as a tendency of the wealthy elites who did most of the speaking in 
the democracy attempting flattery of the poorer Athenians. As it is likely that those 
individuals felt to speak well by the Athenian demos were sent as ambassadors, this rhetorical 
habit found its way into diplomatic speeches, or at least into Thucydides‟ presentation thereof.  
Moreover, the Athenians in their speeches highlight their willingness to engage in risky 
activities, where the Spartans generally show themselves to be risk averse. The Corinthians, 
however, do not generally demonstrate discuss whether their polis is open to risk or not, 
though their urging of Sparta and her allies to war in their second and third speeches may be 
construed as incitement to risk-taking. The Athenians and Spartans‟ stances on risk-taking, 
though, does match the stances Luginbill found in Thucydides‟ narrative, based 
predominantly on the actions of the two poleis, demonstrating a match between words and 
deeds in regards to risk. 
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Another point regarding Athenian argumentation is that they tend to discuss matters in 
terms of what is to their advantage. We may be tempted to say the same of the other poleis, 
yet it is only the Athenians who openly express such a framework for decision-making. The 
Corinthians, as we saw in their first speech, discussed the possibility of Athenian alliance with 
Corcyra in terms of traditional inter-polis relations. Their second speech, while highlighting 
Corinth‟s cultural and geographical position between the poles of Athens and Sparta, was 
designed to motivate the Spartans to war. This speech, though, did not consider the 
advantages of war, but presented matters in light of the threat of Athens. The Corinthians 
framed their third speech in terms of traditional values we would expect, and do find, to be 
expressed by the Spartans, yet also offered novel approaches to the problems of fighting 
Athens. Again, this argumentative manner served to highlight their medial position. Like their 
second speech, the Corinthians discuss the war, not in terms of advantage to any state, but, 
again, in terms of a threat. 
The anonymous Spartans, like the Corinthians, do not frame their arguments in terms of 
advantage, and again, like the Corinthians, express rather traditional, or conservative, values, 
as well as a general sense of pessimism, noted above in their tendency to be risk-averse. Thus, 
it seems to be a feature of the Athenians to frame their arguments openly in terms of 
advantage. As with the rhetorical posture of wise advisor, discussed above, this feature may 
be an artefact of the Athenian democracy. 
So, we have found that structurally, Athenians tend to make low use of subordination, 
but also to make longer speeches, which tend to make a comparatively greater cognitive 
demand on their audience. This result fits in with a city which valued rhetorical display as 
much as Athens did. Further, the Athenians make use of a more sophisticated rhetorical 
posture, in line with the popularity of the sophistic movement in Athens in the fifth century, 
as well as reflecting the democracy of Athens, as does their tendency to argue in regards to 
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their advantage. Finally, the Athenians were open to taking risks, and this fact is reflected in 
their speeches. 
The Corinthians‟ speeches are structured similarly to the Athenians, which supports a 
greater exposure to the sophistic movement on the part of the Corinthians. Their speeches also 
serve to highlight their proximity to Athens, yet they also express some traditional ideas, 
which we could associate with their Dorian heritage. 
The Spartans, even when making use of more complex sentence structuring, still give 
briefer speeches, which do not make as great a demand on their audiences, in terms of 
comprehension. They also express a conservative, and risk-averse ideology, which we would 
expect from them as Dorians. 
Of course, the above was demonstrated through a limited set of speeches, but it is likely 
nonetheless that there is characterisation in Thucydides‟ anonymous speeches. This finding 
supports, and extends, the findings of characterisation in the named speeches, and offers 
another interpretive tool when working with Thucydides. It also suggests avenues for further 
research. More work could be done, for example, to establish whether the characterisation in 
the anonymous speeches is deliberate, or unconscious. The overlap of ideas in Perikles‟ first 
speech with earlier speeches in book 1 suggests some intent on Thucydides‟ part, and it would 
be both interesting and profitable to extend this line of investigation. 
At any rate, this thesis has established that Thucydides‟ anonymous speeches are highly 
nuanced and worthy of consideration. Regardless of one‟s interpretation of 1.22.1, it is clear 
that these speeches reflect the nationality of the speaker in various ways, and that this national 
character in turn develops certain tropes pertaining to the three main poleis, Athens, Sparta, 
and Corinth. All in all, further light has been shed on the corpus of Thucydidean speeches, 
revealing once more the singular nature of Thucydides‟ achievement. 
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